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Development! aid! discourses! have! been! criticised! for! perpetuating! othering! and! coloniality.! The!
discourses! have! been! argued! to! produce! and! reproduce! conceptual! creations! of! a! distinguishable!
‘us’!and!‘them’!through!binaries!of!‘developed’!and!‘underdeveloped’,!and!they!have!been!stated!to!
uphold! lingering! colonial! and! racial! hierarchies! where! the! former! colonial! powers! remain!
preeminent!and!subjugate!the!‘Global!South’.!This!decolonial!critique!of!development!aid!discourses!
and! their! perpetuation! of! asymmetrical! relationships! between! donor! and! recipient! has! led! to! the!
emergence!of!development!partnerships.!This!discourse!emphasises!the!levelling!of!the!playing!field,!
and! mutual! cooperation! to! achieve! common! development! goals.! The! development! partnership!
discourse!thus!appears!to!challenge!the!othering!and!coloniality!inherent!in!former!development!aid!
discourses.!In!2015,!the!United!Kingdom’s!Department!for!International!Development!(DFID)!ended!
their! ‘traditional’! bilateral! aid! programme! to! South! Africa! and! implemented! a! ‘development!
partnership’!in!its!place.!DFID’s!development!partnership!discourse!has!previously!been!criticised!for!
denying!mutuality,!however,! and! for!perpetuating! racialised!hierarchies.!The!question! is! therefore!
whether! the! discourse! surrounding! DFID’s! development! partnership! with! South! Africa! is!
perpetuating! othering! and! coloniality,! or! whether! it! is! establishing! a! relationship! built! on!mutual!
interests!and!cooperation.!
! This! research! paper! analyses! two! DFID! policy! papers! setting! out! the! planning! of! the!
partnership! approach,! and! four! transcripts! of! interviews! with! representatives! involved! in! the!
implementation!of! the!development!partnership.!By!applying!Critical!Discourse!Analysis! (CDA)! the!
thesis!analyses!linguistic!aspects!of!the!discourse!that!serves!to!uphold!certain!power!structures!by!
defining! decisionVmaking.! The! CDA! particularly! focuses! on! the! science,! narrative! and! perceived!
‘truths’! about! development,! the! recontextualisation! of! its! particular! language! and! the!
interconnectedness!with!other!discourses!that!continue!to!sustain!and!reproduce!the!discourse.!The!
research!finds!a!more!nuanced!approach!to!development,!as!conceptualised!by!the!representatives!
involved! in! the! implementation! of! the! partnership,! and! that! it! is! challenging! the! ‘imperial! gaze’!
inherent! in! development! aid! discourses.! However,! the! analysis! also! reveals! clear! examples! of!
othering!and!coloniality.!!This!is!evident!through!linguistic!distancing!through!notions!of!time,!relying!




















































































This! thesis! explores! whether! the! discourse! of! the! United! Kingdom’s! (UK)! Department! for!
International! Development’s! (DFID)! development! partnership! with! South! Africa! is! perpetuating!
coloniality! and! othering.! Coloniality! is! the! continuation! of! certain! discourses! and! practices!
characteristic! of! imperialism,! which! refers! to! the! policies,! actions! and! knowledge! involved! in!
extending!a!country’s!exercise!of!economic!and!cultural!power!and!dominance!over!another!country!
or! territory.! In! this! sense,! coloniality! can! be! conceptualised! as! an! ‘invisible! power! structure’! that!
upholds! colonial! hierarchies! and! relations!of! domination!and!exploitation!even! in! a! ‘postVcolonial’!
world! (NdlovuVGatsheni!2012:48).!Othering! is! the!conceptual!creation!of!a!distinguishable! ‘us’!and!
‘them’,! and! the! subsequent! distancing! between! the! two! through! space,! time! and! knowledge!
production.!The!act!or!process!of!othering,!hence,!relies!on!the!principle!that!some!people!are!part!
of!an!‘inVgroup’,!whilst! ‘others’!are!not.!These!‘others’!are!characterised!by!their!difference,!and!in!
contexts! of! colonialism,! have! been! defined! by! notions! of! their! ‘Southern’! uncivilised,! backward,!
cultural! and! traditional! nature! in! comparison! with! the! West:! civilised,! progressive,! scientific! and!
modern!(Said!1978;!Fabian!1983;!Foucault!2002).!!
It! has! been! stated! that! development! discourses! perpetuate! othering.! Included! in! this! are!
discourses! that! portray! the! ‘Global! South’,! and! particularly! African! individuals,! populations! and!
countries,! as! ‘underdeveloped’! and! therefore! in! need! of! Western! assistance! and! intervention! to!
survive! and! progress! (Escobar! 1995).! The! discourses! function! to! portray! African! countries! as! the!
‘incomplete’! form!of! the! ‘developed’!West,!which!has!been!used! to! justify!colonialism,!projects!of!
imperialism!and!coloniality.!On!this!topic,!some!scholars!have!argued!that!coloniality!functions!in!a!
way! that! value! some! lives! more! than! others! and! upholds! the! discrimination,! extraction! and!
dehumanisation! of! individuals! based! on! their! race,! origin! of! birth! and! skin! colour! decades! after!
colonialism!has!officially! ‘ended’!(Lugones!2010;!Grosfoguel!2008).!Subsequently,!the!development!
aid! industry! and! discourses! have! been! criticised! for! hiding! political!motivations! and! for! devaluing!
some!forms!of!knowledges!such!as!lived!experiences.!This,!some!have!argued,!perpetuates!colonial!









two! ‘partners’!work!on! ‘common!challenges’! (KayizziVMugerwa!1998).!At! the!forefront!of!adopting!
this! development! discourse! we! find! DFID,! which! introduced! the! concept! of! ‘partnerships! for!






partnership’.! The! shift! in! discourse! signalled! a! move! towards! ‘working! together’! to! tackle!
development!objectives,!which!affected!both!countries!(DFID!2014a).!Prior!to!this,!DFID’s!concept!of!
development! partnerships! had! already! been! criticised! for! upholding! unequal! ‘power! relations!
between!donor!and!recipient’!and!perpetuating!‘racialised!hierarchies’!(Noxolo!2006).!This!suggests!
that!the!promise!of!mutuality!might!be!a!façade.!Instead!of!providing!a!new!discourse!from!unequal!
development! aid,! the! development! partnership! discourse! might! be! perpetuating! othering! and!
coloniality.!This!is!what!this!research!paper!sets!out!to!investigate.!!
To!be!able!to!qualitatively!and!critically!analyse!the!development!partnership!discourse,!this!
research! project! provides! a! case! study! of! DFID’s! development! partnership!with! South! Africa.! The!
















Rist! 2008).! Drawing! on! Escobar,! this! study! takes! a! decolonial! approach! by! attempting! to! uncover!
hidden! and! silent! power! structures! that! are! perpetuated! through! development! discourses! and,!
subsequently,!development!policies.!It!investigates!power!structures!that!appear!to!value!some!lives!





has! become! a! central! organising! concept! in! the! global! political! economy! (Ferguson! 1994a).!
Moreover,!the!development!partnership!discourse!is!critiqued!as!failing!to!provide!the!mutuality!it!is!
suggesting!(Noxolo!2006).!!
The! above! questions! examine! to! what! extent! the! discourse! perpetuates! coloniality! and!
othering,!and!hence! justify!unequal!development!aid! relationships.! I! critically!analyse! the! ‘science’!
this!discourse! relies!on!and!how! it! is! recontextualised! in!other!discourses!and! fields! to! investigate!
how!the!coloniality!and!othering!can!be!challenged.!This! is! to! show!how!deconstructing!concepts,!
categories!and!notions!we!take!for!granted,!such!as!development!aid,!can!reveal!the!possible!ways!in!
which! certain! discourses! perpetuate! hierarchical! power! structures! (Afonja! 2005).! In! this! way! my!
research!can!contribute! to! important! insights! in! the! continuation!of! coloniality! today.!The!current!
movements!of!#RhodesMustFall,!#BlackLivesMatter!and!even!#MeToo!prevalent!in!media!and!social!




















excluded,! from!the!prevalent!discourses! (Afonja!2005:4).!To!do!this,! I! shall!apply!Critical!Discourse!
Analysis!(CDA).!!
CDA! is! a! problemVoriented! approach! to! study! complex! social! phenomena! and! critically!




the! ‘same’! and! the! ‘other’! (2002:xxiii).! To! examine! the! extent! to! which! DFID’s! development!
partnership!discourse!perpetuates!coloniality!and!othering!CDA!allows!one!to!analyse!aspects!of!the!
discourse! that! may! serve! to! uphold! certain! power! structures! by! defining! decisionVmaking! (Hajer!
2005).!The!intended!outcome!of!this!investigation!has!been!to!conduct!an!analysis!as!‘revealing!and!
relevant’! as!possible,! and! so! I! have! studied!and! thoroughly! read! the!use!of! language!and! its! local!
‘meanings’!(van!Dijk!1993:275).!!
I!critically!analyse!two!DFID!policy!papers!on!the!planning!from!2014!and!four!transcripts!of!
interviews! with! representatives! involved! in! the! implementation! of! the! development! partnership!




public! opinion! on! the! development! path! of! South! Africa,! the! role! of! DFID! and! the! relevant!
significance! of! development! partnerships! in! that! ‘path’.! Thus,! this! study! examines! how! the!




produced! through! Eurocentric! discourses! and! the! coloniality! of! knowledge! (Grosfoguel! 2008:11).
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!
The! paper! also! places! certain! words! and! terms! such! as! ‘developing’,! ‘subaltern’,! ‘Global! South’,!
‘backwards’,!‘us’!and!‘them’!in!quotation!marks!as!I!want!to!avoid!reiterating!certain!categories!and!



















upholding! binaries,! othering! and! coloniality.! These! frameworks! are! used! in! order! to! more!
successfully! delve! into! and! analyse! the! posed! social! problem! of! othering! and! coloniality! in! the!
development!partnership!discourse.!Finally,!the!chapter!highlights!certain!gaps!in!the!literature!that!
this!research!paper!aims!to!fill.!!
Chapter* III! explains! the!choice!of! research!methods!and!provides!a!detailed!account!of!CDA,!data!
collection,! analysis! and! limitations! attached! to! the! study,! which! includes! subjectivity! and! elite!
research.!!!
Chapter* IV! presents! some! background! to! the! case! study! of! DFID’s! development! partnership!with!
South! Africa,! focusing! on! the! history! of! DFID,! South! Africa’s! development! and! the! relationship!
between! the! UK! and! South! Africa.! It! explores! the! partnership! through! DFID! policy! papers! and!
interview! transcripts! with! relevant! actors! involved! in! the! implementation,! and! looks! at! some!
preliminary!results.!!!
Chapter*V!consists!of!the!analysis!and!discussion,!where!I!through!a!CDA!framework!influenced!by!
the! work! of! Fairclough,! study! the! extent! to! which! one! may! identify! aspects! of! coloniality! and!
othering! present! in! the! development! partnership! discourse.! This! chapter! provides! a! thorough!
analysis!of! the! theories,!histories,!other!discourses!and!recontextualisation! that!appear! to!support!
the! discourse.! It! critically! analyses! the! language! in! DFID’s! policy! papers! and! interview! transcripts,!













Finally,! Chapter* VI! provides! some! concluding! remarks! on! the! analysis,! and! calls! for! continued!
interrogation! into!relationships,! interactions!and!discourses!that!perpetuate!colonial!hierarchies!to!







Moreover,! in! order! to! highlight! the! problems! associated!with! development! aid! and! development!
partnership! discourses! this! chapter! aims! to! present! the! key! conceptual! debates.! This! chapter!
accordingly! outlines! and! investigates! the! concepts! of! othering,! coloniality! and! the! notion! of!
development'aid.!This!research!project!embraces!a!decolonial'epistemic'perspective!which,!according!
to! NdlovuVGatsheni,! involves! unveiling! ‘epistemic! silences! hidden! within! EuroVAmerican!




America,! and! their! respective! governments,! and!what! is! known! as! the! former! colonial! powers.! A!
decolonial!approach,!then,! involves!making!visible!and!challenging!the! ‘global!designs’! that!sustain!
the!subordination!of!Africa!and!‘subaltern’!subjects!(NdlovuVGatsheni!2012:70).!‘Subaltern’!is!in!this!
research! project! referring! to! populations! and! individuals! that! have! lived! experience,! either!
personally!or!through!generations,!of!colonial!power!structures! imposed!under!colonialism!or!now!
coloniality.! It! is! referring! to! individuals! that! find! themselves! on! the! ‘oppressed! side! of! power!
relations’!and!‘the!colonial!difference’!(Grosfoguel!2008:14).!Nevertheless,!we!cannot!underestimate!
the! Western! knowledge! hegemony,! and! Amadiume! points! out! that! even! African! scholars! and!
academics! are! often! ‘dependent! on! a! Western! episteme’! because! they! do! not! propose! an!
‘alternative!body!of!knowledge’,!but!are!rather!building!their!arguments!on!European!scholars’!and!
‘EuropeanVproduced! Africans’! (1997:3).! The! task! of! this! thesis! is! to! flesh! out! some! of! the! vague!









characterised! by! hierarchy! and! some! form! of! discrimination.! According! to! Fabian,! however,! the!
Enlightenment! era! as! conceptualised! in! Western! ‘universal’! history,! marked! a! shift! where! this!
hierarchisation! became! included! in! the! production! of! knowledge! to! be! able! to! continue! to! justify!
unequal! power! structures! (1983:26V31).! According! to! Escobar,!modernity! introduced! the! ‘cultural!
project! of! ordering! the! world! according! to! rational! principles! from! the! perspective! of! a! male!
Eurocentric!consciousness’!(2007:182V3).!This!is!where!I!believe!institutionalised!othering!emerged,!
where!it!remains!apparent!in!official!policy!and!practices!of!institutions!belonging!to!Western!donor!
states.! As! emphasised! by! Escobar,! this! othering! represented! a! ‘totalising! project’! aiming! to! purify!
orders! and! categories! and! subsequently! crystallised! the! separation! between! an! ‘us’! and! ‘them’!
(2007:183).!It!distinguished!individuals!according!to!race!and!origin!of!birth,!and!used!differences!to!





In! the! periods! following! the! Enlightenment! othering! has! been! practiced! in! different! ways! and! in!
different! aspects! of! life! and! power! structures.! The! three! main! aspects! identified! here! is! the!
distancing!through!space,!as!outlined!by!Edward!Said!(1978),!distancing!through!time,!as!recognised!
by! Johannes! Fabian! (1983),! and! finally! the! distancing! through! knowledge' production,! which! is!












geographical! space! (Said! 1978:7).! There! is! a! distancing! through! space! where! the! ‘other’! is!
represented! as! something! far! away,! exotic! and! different! from! the!modern! and! enlightened!West!
(1978:54).!According! to!Escobar,! this!has!extended! to! the! invention!of! the! ‘Third!World’,!which! is!
seen! as! physically! detached! from! the!Western! modern! civilisation,! and! by! creating! distance! and!
difference!this!world!only!exists!‘out!there’!(1995:7V8).!Similarly,!there!has!been,!according!to!Said,!a!
Western! and! European! cultural! hegemony! in! which! the! West! has! been! able! to! and! is! currently!
managing!and!producing!‘the!Orient’,!or!generally!the!Other!(Said!1978:3).!The!cultural!hegemony!of!








not! adhere! and! therefore! have! no! place! (1992:19).! In! his! critique! of! anthropology! as! a! discipline,!
Fabian! offers! an! analysis! of! how! its! uses! of! time!have!been! the! strongest! force! of! separating! the!
subject! from!the!object! (1983).!Agreeing!with!Said!and!Chakrabarty,!he!argues!that!time!has!been!
secularised,! linearized,! invented! and!naturalised! to! ‘modernise’! and! to! affirm! difference! between!
‘us’!the!subject!and!‘them’!the!object!(Fabian!1983:2V16).!!
! According!to!the!decolonial!scholars,!radical!naturalisation,!or!dehistoricisation,!of!time!has!
been! fundamental! to! the! universalisation! of! history! and! theories,! and! being! able! to! articulate!
universal!maxims,!such!as! ‘equal!treatment!of!human!culture!at!all! times!and! in!all!places’! (Fabian!








! Thus,! these!scholars!state!that! the!power!of!constructing!temporality!has!contributed!to!a!




out! of! the! West! (Grosfoguel! 2008).! This! has,! especially! within! the! development! industry,!
perpetuated!an!image!of!a!‘progressive’!and!‘innovative’!Europe!and!America,!and!a!‘backward’!and!
‘primitive’! ‘Global! South’.! As! emphasised! by! Chakrabarty,! the! South! and! the! colonial! subject! has!
been! ‘split’! from! the! ‘modern’! through! the! ‘historical! construction! of! temporality’! (1992:13).! The!
‘subaltern! subject’! can! only! be! represented! and! spoken! for! by! a! transition! narrative! that! defines!
them! as! ‘others’! with! lack! and! failures! in! comparison! to! the!West,! and! this! narrative!will! always!




in! another! time! than! the! researcher! whilst! defining! those! very! temporalities! as! expansive! and!
exclusive! (Fabian! 1983:26V31).! This! remains! prominent! in! development! aid! discourses,! where! the!




Foucault! accentuates! that! power! and! knowledge! are! two! sides! of! a! single! process:! knowledge! is!
ingrained!in!current!power!relations!and!that!knowledge!is,!thus,!power!(1972).!He!argues!that!there!
has!been!hegemony!in!the!production!of!knowledge!and!a!claim!of!a!‘unitary!body!of!theory’!which!
disqualifies,! omits! and! devaluates! certain! knowledges,! which! he! terms! subjugated' knowledges!
(Foucault!in!Gordon!1980:81V3).!The!subjugated!knowledges!have,!throughout!history,!been!buried,!
disguised! and! illegitimated! (Foucault! in! Gordon! 1980:83).! There! has! been! and! is! a! Western!
monopoly!on!knowledge!production,!and!Mudimbe!argues!that!even!African!analysts!use!categories,!




the! world! and! ‘practices! that! systematically! form! the! objects! of! which! they! speak’! and! produce!







be! from! the!Western!man’s! point! of! view!but! at! the! same! time! assume! an! objective! and! neutral!
point! of! view! (Grosfoguel! 2008:13V17),! they! subjugate! and! render! ‘subaltern’! histories! and!
knowledges! as! invaluable! and! ‘cultural’! (Said! 1993).! They! ‘order’! and! categorise! the!world! into! a!
hierarchy!where! the!Western,!white,! cisVhet,! rich,!man! is!on! top!and!where! the! ‘subaltern’,!black,!
queer,! poor,! nonVbinary! gender! and! disabled! womxn! is! at! the! bottom! as! the! ultimate! othered!
subject.! The! hegemony! has! ‘valued!Western! experiences’! and! ‘neglected! any! other! form! of! lived!
experiences!and!expressions’! (Grosfoguel!2008:19).!Through!the!Western!hegemony!of!knowledge!




At! the! centre! of! these! three! aspects! of! othering,! and! the! degradation! and! subjugation! of! the!
‘subaltern’,! is! a! classification! of! human! beings! according! to! ‘invented! racial! categories’! based! on!
dichotomies!such!as!superior/inferior,!rational/irrational,!modern/traditional,!civilised/primitive,!and!
developed/underdeveloped!(NdlovuVGatsheni!2012:52).!This!classification!of!people!and!populations!






time! and! knowledge! production! assist! in! defining! oneself! and! ‘help! the!mind! to! intensify! its! own!
sense! of! itself! by! dramatizing! the! distance! and! difference! between!what! is! close! and!what! is! far!
away’! (Said! 1978:55).! As! emphasised! by! Feierman,! ‘Without! the! native,! without! the! slave,! the!
bondsman,!or!the!barbarian,!the!central!values!of!the!West!are!difficult!to!imagine’!(1993:185).!This!
dichotomy!has!also!been!useful! in! justifying!different!treatment!of!different!people!such!as!during!
colonialism! and! imperialism.! An! example! was! under! the! apartheid! regime! in! South! Africa! where!
Mamdani!has!pointed!out!the!way!that!the!authorities!separated!the!white!and!black!population!by!
categorising!the!former!as!‘citizens’!of!rule,!and!the!latter!as!‘subjects’!to!be!ruled.!The!fact!that!only!








in! various! forms! and! various! discourses.!We! experience! them! in! our! everyday! life! through! news!
media!framing,!through!art!and!novels,!through!education!and!in!foreign!policies.!Firstly,!the!media!
is!an!essential!platform!when!it!comes!to!manufacturing!consent!amongst!a!population!(Herman!and!
Chomsky! 1988).! Bleiker! et.! al.! (2013)! identify! how! news!media! is! actively! ‘dehumanising’! certain!
people! in! the!way! they!present! their! suffering! in!masses!and!not!with! individual! stories.! Similarly,!







! Moreover,! this! depiction! of! ‘subaltern’! and! African! people! and! populations! as! uncivilised,!
tribal! and! in!need!of!Western!guidance!and! leadership! is!even!more!prominent! in!art,!novels!and!
documentaries.! Joseph! Conrad’s!Heart' of' Darkness! (1969)! remains! the! prime! example,! depicting!
people!in!the!BelgianVCongo!as!savages!within!the!civilising!discourse!of!the!‘dark’!African!continent.!
The! novel,! originally! published! in! 1899,! sparked! responses! such! as!How' to' write' about' Africa! by!
Kenyan!author!Binyavanga!Wainaina!(2005).!He!sarcastically!points!out!how!Africans!are!commonly!
portrayed! as! colourful! and! larger! than! life,! but! empty! inside! with! no! depth! to! their! stories! and!




! Similarly,! Ake! emphasises! how! the! education! system,! and! the! development! theories!
promoted! through! it,! was! predicated! on! an! evolutionist! vision! that! was! about! Westernisation,!




















and!populations! in!Africa,!Asia!and!Latin!America!were! suddenly! referred! to!as!being!of! the! same!
world;!in!contrast!with!former!depictions!of!them!living!in!the!separate!First!and!‘Third!world’!(Rist!





relationship! to! the! other! ‘moved! from! extermination! during! the! sixteenthVcentury! Conquest,!
through! exploitation! (and! contempt)! during! the! nineteenthVcentury! colonization,! to! end! in!

















Imperialism,! according! to! Said,! is! ‘the! practice,! the! theory,! and! the! attitudes! of! a! dominating!
metropolitan!center!ruling!a!distant!territory’!(1993:9).!Colonialism,!on!the!other!hand,!stems!from!
imperialism! but! has! the! additional! ‘implanting’! of! settlement.! When! thinking! of! imperialism! and!
colonialism! historically! we! often! picture! the! ‘age! of! empire’! where,! at! its! height,! a! handful! of!
European!countries!dominated!roughly!85!per!cent!of!the!earth’s!surface!(Said!1993:8).!This!period!
lasted! for! about! 500! years! and! whilst! its! forms! ranged! from! colonies! to! commonwealths,!
protectorates,! dominions! and!dependencies,! all!may!be! categorised!under! the! term! ‘imperialism’.!
According! to!NdlovuVGatsheni,! imperialism!and!colonialism!were!seen!as!grand! ‘civilising!missions’!
(2012:52).!However,!as!Cesaire!articulated,! the! ‘fundamental!European! lie’!has!been! just! that;! the!
claim! that! colonisation!was! a! vehicle! for! civilisation! (1955:84).! Then,! as! now,! the! justification! for!
intervention!and!investment!in!the!name!of!development!in!countries!in!the!‘Global!South’!was!and!
has! been! the! latter’s! need! for! help,! assistance! or! civilising.! Cheru! has! argued! that! the! imperial!
project!has!been! ‘financed!by! the!dominant!Western!powers! to! serve!Western!needs’! (2009:275).!
Whilst!Cheru!fails!to!account!for!the!increasing!role!of!China!in!African!development!projects!and!the!
issues! this! may! pose! for! a! further! imperialism,
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! these! authors! appear! to! refer! only! to! former!





The! continuation! of! colonial! forms! of! domination! and! imperialism! is!what! several! LatinVAmerican!
scholars!have!called!coloniality.!This!means!that!former!colonial!powers!have!remained!on!top!of!the!
world!hierarchy!and!even!though!most!exVcolonies!have!gained!their!respective!‘independence’,!the!
idea! of! a! postVcolonial!world! is! a! lie! (Quijano! 2007).! Rather,! colonial! relations! of! exploitation! and!
domination! are! sustained! by! an! ‘invisible! power! structure‘! (NdlovuVGatsheni! 2012:48).! Through!
colonial! power! matrices! the! ‘Global! North’! is! able! to! maintain! their! superiority! and! the!
subordination!of!the!‘Global!South’!and!the!‘subaltern’!(NdlovuVGatsheni!2012:48).!Although!we!find!










to! influence!and!define! ‘culture,! labour,! intersubjective! relations,!and!knowledge!production’!kept!
alive!in!various!‘aspects!of!our!modern!experience’,!including!people’s!selfVimage!(MaldonadoVTorres!
2007:243).!Within! these! aspects! we! find! the! control! of! economy,! control! of! authority,! control! of!
gender! and! sexuality! and! control! of! subjectivity! and! knowledge! (NdlovuVGatsheni! 2012:49).!
Arguably,! this! includes! policies! like! loan! conditionalities,! which! have! become! part! and! parcel! of!






voices,! experiences! and! knowledges! as! nonVvaluable! and! ‘cultural’! (Said! 1993;! Foucault! 2002).!
‘Eurocentric! knowledge’! and! its! claim! to! objectivity,! neutrality,! and! universality! (NdlovuVGatsheni!
2013:8),! is! according! to!Nabudere!not!only!produced! for! its!own!sake.!He!argues! that! it!has!been!
established! as! such! for! the! purpose! of! ‘knowing! the! natives’! through! anthropology! and! taking!
control! of! ‘their! territories,! including! human! and! material! resources’! for! the! benefit! of! former!
colonising! states! (2006:8).! This! hegemony! of! knowledge! and! selfVproclaimed! ‘universality’! of!
‘Western! ideas’,! which! characterises! the! control! of! subjectivity! and! knowledge! domain,! have!
articulated! and! deemed! ‘subaltern’! and! African! subjectivity! as! inferior! and! characterised! by! a!
‘catalogue!of!lacks’!(NdlovuVGatsheni!2012:49).!In!addition!to!the!devaluation!of!their!histories!and!
knowledges,! the! epistemological! colonisation! has! also! interfered,! changed! and! omitted! African!
‘modes!of!knowing’!(Amadiume!1997;!Escobar!2007).!NdlovuVGatsheni!argues!that!this!has!been!the!
‘worst! form! of! colonisation’! because! it! has! created! ‘epistemological! mimicry! and! intellectual!
dependency’!(2013:38).!!
! The!third!and!final!concept!this!thesis!utilises! is! the!notion!of!coloniality!of!being.!This!has!
been!conceptualised!by!MaldonadoVTorres!as!the!lived!experience!of!‘subaltern’!individuals!within!a!
colonial!power!structure.!This! lived!experience!is!characterised!by!a!nonUbeing,!where!the!‘primary!
expressions’! of! the! coloniality! of! being! are! invisibility! and! dehumanisation! (MaldonadoVTorres!
2007:257).! MaldonadoVTorres! builds! much! of! his! arguments! on! what! he! refers! to! as! the! ‘radical!
point!of!departure’,!which!is!Fanon’s!infamous!damné!(see!Fanon!1961).!Through!the!naturalisation!






book!Call'me'Woman,! talks!about! the! loss!of! land,! rights,! traditions!and!values.!She!describes!her!
own!experiences!with!military!raids!of!her!township!Sebokeng!and!argues!it!‘is!as!though!a!state!of!




Within! this!narrative!of! coloniality!we!also! find! the!control!of!gender!and!sexuality,!and!Oyěwùmí!








The! othering! and! creation! of! binaries! that! have! supported! colonialism! has! also! been! exemplary!
when!it!comes!to!the!African!context,!where!a!recurring!dichotomy!evident!in!the!colonial!discourse!
has! been! the! ‘civilised’! versus! ‘savage!monsters’! (Myers! et.! al.! 1996).! Said! argues! that!whilst! the!
Orient! has! been! categorised! as! an! Other,! Africa! has! been! seen! as! outside! this! categorisation!
altogether,!and!has!been!spoken!about!as!nonVdefinable!and!subVhumans!(1978).!!
! NdlovuVGatsheni! argues! that! if!we! look! at! the! example! of! South!Africa! and! the! history! of!
both! colonialism! and! later! apartheid,! the! politics! of! identity! and! enforcement! of! binaries! through!
enduring! racialised! language! has! been! more! prominent! than! any! other! place! on! the! African!
continent! (2013:149).! The! apartheid! regime! in! South! Africa! excluded! black! people! from! being!
citizens! and! belonging! to! the! country! as! emphasised! above! (Mamdani! 1996;! NdlovuVGatsheni!
2012:53),!and! the!binaries!of! ‘us’!and! ‘them’!were! ‘primary’!words! relating!directly! to!an! inVgroup!
and!outVgroup!of!people!enjoying!and!not!enjoying! rights! (Manganyi!1973:5).! The!political! system!
was!built!on!racism!as!the!superstructure!and!applied!‘the!most!brutal!repression’!to!make!sure!the!
African!majority! did! not! realise! national! aspirations! and! revolt! (Simson! 1973:423).! However,! it! is!













decolonial! theory,! is! evident! in! DFID’s! development! partnership! discourse,! and! its! accompanying!
policy! in! South! Africa.! To! adequately! provide! answers,! suggestions! and! ideas! it! is! therefore!
important!to!outline!what!I!mean!by!development!aid!in!this!context.!By!a!common!distinction!today!
poor! countries! are! seen! as! ‘developing’,! ‘less! developed’! or! ‘underdeveloped’.! Development! is!




constituted!by!a!relationship!between!a!donor!and!recipient! (Lie!2015:723).!This! thesis! focuses!on!
bilateral! aid! (which! is! aid! from! one! country! to! another),! from! the! UK! to! South! Africa,! and! the!







speech.! This! addressed! four!points,!where! the! first! three! included! support! for! the!United!Nations!
(UN),! the!Marshall! Plan! and! the! creation!of! the!North!Atlantic! Treaty!Organisation! (Rist! 2008:70).!
The! fourth! and! final! point! was! the! expansion! of! technical! and! monetary! assistance! to! poor,! or!
‘underdeveloped’,!countries!all!over!the!world.!Development!was!not!a!new!concept,!and!as!pointed!
out! by! Frank,! it! had! been! around! for! centuries! when! speaking! of! society! progressing! and! a!
population!becoming!more!democratic!and!affluent!(1966).!But!it!gave!new!meaning!to!the!concept!
by! relating! it! to! ‘underdevelopment’,!where! underdeveloped!was! synonymous!with! ‘economically!
backward’!(Rist!2008:71).!The!binary!was!thus!created.!‘Underdeveloped’!people!were!characterised!
as! victims!of!disease,!with!primitive!economic! life!and! their!poverty!was!a! ‘handicap!and!a! threat!
















assumption! that! economic! growth! equals! development.! The! ‘underdeveloped’! countries! became!
grouped!together!as!the!‘Third!World’,!and!posited!as!opposite!to!the!developed!‘First!World’!(Rist!
2008:74).! Within! the! ‘Third! World’! concept,! these! states! were! characterised! as! the! ‘incomplete’!
form! of! the! modern,! progressive! Western! model! of! development! (Martinussen! 1997:38).! What!
could!get!them!there!was!development!aid.!As!emphasised!by!Glennie,!the!idea!was!that;!‘More!aid!
equals! less! poverty.!More! aid! equals!more! schools! and! hospitals.!More! aid! equals! fewer! children!
dying!of!preventable!diseases.!More!aid!equals!more!roads!and!infrastructure!to!support!developing!
economies’!(2008:2).!!
! With! the!modernisation! theory!model! and! the! implementation! of! development! strategies!
‘adequate! institutions’!had!to!be!established,!and!the!World!Bank!and!the! International!Monetary!
Fund!(IMF)!began!to!play!a!role!in!this!mission!(Escobar!1995:40).!From!the!1970s!and!1980s!these!
two! institutions,! led! by! the! US! and! European! powers,! implemented! Structural! Adjustment!
Programmes! (SAPs),!which!were!attached! to!development!aid!and! loans! tied! to!conditionalities!of!






from!the! ‘Third!World’!countries,! the!1980s!has!been!known!as!the! ‘lost!decade’! (Ismi!2004:9).!As!
Glennie!continues,! ‘In!reality,! in!many!African!countries!aid!has!meant!more!poverty,!more!hungry!
people,! worse! basic! services! for! poor! people! and! damage! to! already! precarious! democratic!
institutions’!(2008:2).!
As!a!response!to!this!reality,!economists!like!Amartya!Sen!and!Mabbub!ul!Haq!contested!the!





importance! of! national! economic! growth! and! increased! incomes,! it! broadened! the! indicators! to!
measure!development.!This!ultimately,!and!about!ten!years!later,!influenced!the!creation!of!the!UN!
Millennium!Development!Goals!(MDGs)!which!aimed!to!eradicate!poverty!by!2015!(Killick!2005:670).!
To! be! able! to! reach! this! goal,! an! extended! strategy! which! highlighted! the! ‘many! dimensions’! of!
poverty! was! drafted,! and! in! addition! to! economic! growth! were! the! recognition! of! improved!
education,! gender! equality,! health! and! developing! a! ‘Global! Partnership! for! Development’! (UN!
2001:58).! Building! on! this!was! the! Sustainable! Development! Goals! (SDGs),! extending! its! focus! on!
tackling!climate!change!and! innovation!(UN!2015:1).!The!resolution!has!been!signed!by!all!193!UN!
member! states! and! is! in! many! ways! dictating! the! development! agenda! across! nation! states! and!
development! organisations! today.! One! of! the! areas! that! have! been! highlighted! with! ‘critical!
importance’!is!partnerships!for!development!(Zapatrina!2016:39).!
Recent! years! have! seen! the! concrete! planning! and! implementation! of! these! development!
partnerships,! and! some! even! talk! of! a! ‘partnership! era’! (Fraser! and! Whitfield! 2009:76).! In! both!
Germany’s! 2017! Marshall! Plan! for! Africa! and! the! European! Union’s! (EU)! 2017! AfricaVEU! and!
Southern!AfricaVEU!Partnerships,! the! strategies!of!development!partnerships!are!highlighted! (BMZ!
2017;! EU! 2017).! Similarly,! the! UK! has! launched! a! Global! Partnership! Department! responsible! for!
managing! the! implementation! of! development! partnerships!with! philanthropic! foundations,! other!
bilateral!donors!and!‘emerging!powers’!including!India,!China,!Brazil!and!South!Africa!(DFID!2014b).!
Across! the! development! sector! there! has! been! increased! focus! on! participation,! ownership! and!
partnership,! where! donors! are! trying! to! change! asymmetrical! relationships! with! recipients,! and!
which! has! ‘radically! transformed! the! orchestration! of! aid’! to! mean! more! power! with! the! aid!





Problems! with! the! development! industry! and! development! aid! discourses! have! recurrently! been!
recognised,! analysed! and! discussed.! People! are! now! questioning! the!motives! of! development! aid!
donors!as! they!see! the!amount! the!African!continent! is! losing! to! illicit! financial! flows! (IFF)!and!tax!







! Western! nations! such! as! the! UK! are! allowing! their! companies! to! exploit!
Africa’s! resources!whilst! painting! pictures! of! their! generosity! in! helping! the! poor! people! of! Africa!
through!development!aid!(Sharples!et.!al.!2014).!!
These! unofficially! recorded! IFFs! have! been! termed! ‘rational! asymmetric! development’!
(Asongu!2015:9V10),!and!it!is!estimated!that!SubVSaharan!African!countries!lost!a!total!of!$814!billion!
between!1970!and!2010,!an!amount!that!exceeds!foreign!direct!investment!(FDI)!of!$306!billion!and!
official! development! aid! of! $659! billion! for! the! same! years! (Ajayi! 2015:55V6).! This! has! allegedly!




multinational! corporation! avoiding! taxes! worth! $2! billion! by! claiming! its! business! in! the! UK! and!
Switzerland! (2015:27).! As! this! was! related! to! UK! offices,! it! raises! questions! as! to! whether! the!
facilitating!of!tax!evasion!by!the!UK!involves!their!development!aid!to!South!Africa!as!the!NGO!report!
indicates.!
In!academic! literature!the!main!criticisms!of!development!aid!have!been!that!aid! is! in! fact!
very! political! and! tied! to! Western! interests! (Ferguson! 1994a;! Cheru! 2009);! that! theories! around!
development!are!imperialist!and!perpetuate!othering!(Escobar!1995);!and!that!development!aid!is!in!
fact! upholding! coloniality! (NdlovuVGatsheni! 2012).! Extreme! views! have! stated! that! this! may! be!
characterised! as! a! ‘recolonisation’! (Federici! 2000:19).! In! this! section! I! explore! these! arguments!
accordingly,!and!finally!point!out!gaps!in!the!literature.!!
Ferguson! points! out! that! development! has! become! the! norm! and! that! the! concept’s!
significance!can!be!compared!to!that!of!‘civilisation’!in!the!nineteenth!century.!We!do!not!question!
the! core! idea! or! justification! for! such! concepts! as! they! ‘form! the! very! framework! within! which!
argumentation!takes!place’!which!makes!them!‘virtually! impossible!to!reject’!(Ferguson!1994a:xiii).!
Ferguson!might!be!right!in!that!development!in!our!time!has!become!a!‘central!organising!concept’,!
but! the! fact! still! remains! that! even! from! its! onset! there! have! been! critics! of! development! aid’s!











In! his! book! The' AntiUPolitics' Machine,! Ferguson! argues! that! even! though! it! is! framed! contrarily,!
development! aid! is! in! fact! very! political! (1994a).! He! uses! the! example! of! Lesotho,! a! landVlocked!
country! inside! South! Africa’s! borders,! and! argues! that! the! development! apparatus! in! the! country!
supported!by! foreign!aid! is!not! in! fact!a! ‘machine’! to!alleviate!poverty.!Rather,! it! is!a!machine! for!
expanding!and!reinforcing!the!exercise!of!Western,!and!in!this!particular!case!the!US,!‘bureaucratic!
state! power’! (Ferguson! 1994a:255).! The! framing! of! ‘underdevelopment’! is! often! naturalised,! not!
considering! the! country’s! history! or! politics.! In! Lesotho,! poverty! has! been! reduced! to! a! technical!
problem.!Development!aid!agencies!do!not!take!into!account!the!political!character!of!the!state!and!
reduce! the! structural! and! political! causes! of! poverty! to! individual! attitudes! and! values! (Ferguson!
1994b:178).!!
! This! framing! is! deceiving.! It! completely! diminishes! the! historical! backdrop!of! colonisation,!
exploitation! and! unfair! trade! relations,! and! at! the! same! time! removes! political! agency! of! the!
development! aid! donors! and! influence! from!projects! of! poverty! alleviation.! Similarly! to! Ferguson,!
Cheru!argues!that!the!development!aid!history!has!always!been!political,!highlighting!that!because!
the! African! national! project! was! seen! as! synonymous! with! ‘communism’! there! were! cases! when!
liberation!movements!were!overthrown!or! removed!with!Western!assistance,!whilst! the!new!neoV
liberal! regimes! promoting! capitalism! were! supported! and! sustained! by! foreign! development! aid!
(2009:277).! This! is! also!emphasised!by!Rist,!pointing!out! that! the! ‘development!path’!has!made! it!
possible! to! ‘keep! various! liberation! movements! under! control’! (Rist! 2008:75).! Thus,! the!
depoliticisation! and! depiction! of! development! aid! as! apolitical! has! been! argued! to! be! hiding! the!
inherent! ‘Western! interests’! in! geopolitics.! Not! only! do! the! development! agencies! and! donors!
benefit! from! the! salaries! and! output! attached! to! development! work,! monitoring! and! expertise!
(Ferguson!1994a:269),!but!there!is!also!a!possibility!of!entrenching!and!expanding!institutional!state!
power! of! the! donor! country! (Ferguson! 1994a:256).!When! supporting! African! government! policies!
such!as!exporting!cash!crops!and!‘boosting’!production,!this!marks!a!way!in!which!for!!the!‘sponsor’!
of! development! to! break! into! ‘otherwise! inaccessible! markets’! (Ferguson! 1994b:180).! The! debt!






Correspondingly,! NdlovuVGatsheni! upholds! that! the! ‘consultancy! culture’! of! development! aid! is!
turning!African! individuals! into!objects!of! study!and! ‘native! informants’!which!are! later!processed!
into! theories! about! development! and! policy! documents! in!Western! academies! (2012:58).! As! has!
been! emphasised! earlier! in! this! subchapter,!what!we! see! as! the! introduction! of! development! aid!
signalled! a! change! from! ‘Global! South’! and! ‘Global! North’! countries! being! in! different! worlds! to!
existing! in! the! same! world! or! family! as! emphasised! by! president! Truman! in! 1949! (Rist! 2008).!
However,! this!depiction!still!maintains!the! ‘developed’! first!world!countries!as! the!knowing!parent!
and!Africa!as!the!child!in!need!of!help!and!guidance.!This!is!evident!in!Truman’s!words!when!he!says!
‘we’,! or! the! American! people,! can! help! the! ‘least! fortunate’! help! themselves! and! ‘relieve! the!
suffering! of! these! people’! that! are! ‘victims! of! disease’! and! handicapped! by! their! poverty! (Rist!
2008:71V2).!This!is!also!pointed!out!by!Campbell,!who!looks!at!how!development!aid!NGOs!portray!
African! nations! as! starving! children! that! need! their! Western! saviour! to! survive! (2011).! These!
depictions! ‘embody! colonial! relations!of! power! that! contrast! an! adult! and! superior! ‘Global!North’!
with!the!infantilised!and!inferior!‘Global!South’!(Campbell!2011:9).!The!development!aid!rhetoric!has!
pursued! a! binary! approach,! which! has! perpetuated! the! othering! and! difference! of! ‘developing’!
nations,! populations! and! people.! This! is! further! emphasised! by! a! study! of! public! perceptions! on!
development!aid!discourses!in!the!UK,!finding!that!the!discourse!is!reinforcing!negative!constructs!of!
‘us’! and! ‘them’! (Glennie! et.! al.! 2012:23).! This! ‘helplessness’! of! poor! countries! on! the! African!


















What! comes! of! this! is! the! realisation! that! ‘development’! cannot! be! understood! outside! current!
power! structures! and! reduced! to! apolitical! and! ‘simple! realVlife! problems’.! Development! aid!
discourses! are! shaped! and! touched! by! broader! questions! of! epistemology,! representation,! power!
and! identity! construction,! and! is! in! this! way! either! upholding! or! resisting! coloniality! (NdlovuV
Gatsheni! 2012:49;! Escobar! 1995:162).! This,! in! relation! to! development! partnerships,! shall! be!
investigated! in!Chapter!V.!Moyo,! in!her!book!Dead'Aid,! argues! that! instead!of!alleviating!poverty,!
development!aid!has!created!more!poverty!and!what!has!supposed!to! ‘help’!African!countries!has!
rather! been! ‘an! unmitigated! political,! economic,! and! humanitarian! disaster! for!most! parts! of! the!
developing!world’! (2009:17).!Moyo! contends! that! aid! is! not!working! (2009:38).!What! she!appears!
not!to!consider!is!whether!it!is!in!fact!working,!only!from!a!donor!point!of!view?!
One! argument! that! has! been! presented! by! Cheru! is! that! what! has! been! accepted! as!
‘development’!in!African!states!have!in!reality!been!an!imperial!project!which!serves!Western!needs!
(2009:275).! He! points! out! that! the! development! model,! which! made! its! entrance! postV
independence,! has! resembled! the! ‘colonial! development! model’! in! that! it! does! not! pass! on!
participation!or!accountability!but!rather!makes!local!communities!dependent!on!the!donor!(Cheru!
2009:275).! Through! development! aid! and! its! conditionalities,! African! governments! have! been!
‘forced’! to! dismantle! parts! of! the! African! state! for! the! ‘proper! functioning! of! the!market’! (Cheru!
2009:277).! Conditionalities! such! as! the! SAPs,! that! have! required! states! to! cut! social! spending! in!
order!to!service!debt!has!been!a!common!anecdote.!This!signals!that!policyVmaking!is!‘wrenched!out!
of! the! hands! of! the! African! state’! and! so! Cheru! argues;! ‘this! is! recolonisation,! not! development’!
(2009:277).!However,!Cheru’s!argument!can!in!part!be!dismissed,!for!it!fails!to!recognise!the!agency!
of! African! governments! and! development! efforts,! as! well! as! decolonising!movements! in! general.!
However,! Moyo! might! be! right! to! some! extent! when! she! argues! that! the! billions! of! aid! has!
‘hampered,!stifled!and!retarded’!Africa’s!development!(2009:23).!!
Similarly! to!Cheru,!Federici!holds! that!Africa! is! currently!being! recolonized;!although! in!his!
view,! it! is! an! intellectual! colonisation! connected! to! the! knowledge! hegemony! that! has! previously!
been! discussed! (2000:19).! It! also! refers! to! how! through! targeted! aid! the! development! agencies!
‘determine!what! can!be! studied,!written,! and! voiced! in! the! continent’! (Federici! 2000:19).! Escobar!
points!out!how!the!development!aid!industry’s!continued!emphasis!on!a!modernisation!discourse!is!
perpetuating! an! imperialism! in! representation! and! functions! as! a!mechanism! of! truth! production!
(1995:162).! It! reflects! ‘structural! and! institutionalised! power! relations’! (Escobar! 1995:162),! which!
has! been! argued! as! being! colonial.! As! we! have! seen! in! the! above! subchapter,! NdlovuVGatsheni!
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upholding! certain! power! structures! and! coloniality! through! lopsided! trade,! conditionality! and! the!
dominant! representations! of! apolitical! aid! and! the! naturalisation! of! underdevelopment! (NdlovuV
Gatsheni!2012;!Ferguson!1994a).!The!case!has!also!been!made! for!how!the!development! industry!
produces!and!reproduces!certain!images!and!stories!of!lack,!distance!and!difference!when!it!comes!
to! ‘subaltern’! countries,! populations! and! people,! or! practice! othering! (Said! 1978;! Escobar! 1995),!
which!has!justified!Western!intervention!(Rist!2008).!What!has!not!been!adequately!considered!and!
debated,!however,!and!what!this!research!paper!is!aiming!to!uncover!and!investigate,!is!the!extent!
to! which! one! might! identify! othering! and! evidence! of! coloniality! within! current! development!
partnership!discourses.!As!we!move! into!an!age!where! the! language!of!development!partnerships!
replaces! the! ‘traditional’! bilateral' aid! discourses,! and! programmes,! it! is! imperative! to! analyse! in!
what!ways! this!development!aid!discourse!may!also!be!perpetuating,!or!whether! it! is! challenging,!
the!othering!and!coloniality!outlined!above.!!
This!is!something!that!is!missing!in!the!current!decolonial!literature.!Although!some!analysis!
have! explored! the! ‘problematic’! issues! of! development! partnership! as! a! concept! (Noxolo! 2006;!
Abrahamsen!2004),! there! is! no! comprehensive! analysis! of! the!development!partnership!discourse!
and!its!implementation,!and!whether!it!is!perpetuating!othering!instead!of!mutuality!and!egalitarian!
relations.! Neither! does! the! existing! literature! provide! a! decolonial' reading! of! the! development!

























rather! it! offers! a! ! strategy! to! understand! social! life! and! problems! better,! by! deconstructing! the!
discourses! and! ways! in! which! we! explain! the! world! (Fairclough! 2003:2).! This! research! paper! is!
grounded! in! a! social! constructivist! approach,! which! assumes! that! what! we! know,! see! and!
understand!is!socially!constructed!(Stetsenko!and!Arievitch!1997:160).!The!goal!of!discourse!analysis!
is! therefore! to! reveal! the! sociocultural! aspect! of! language,! concepts! and! knowledges!we! take! for!
granted,!and!challenges! the! idea! that!understanding! is! ‘valueV,! contextV,! cultureV,!and!historyVfree’!
(Stetsenko!and!Arievitch!1997:163).!!
This!chapter!firstly!introduces!the!social!problem!and!research!questions!this!thesis!explores!





This! research! project! arises! from! concerns! around! the! coloniality! and! othering! prevalent! in!
development! aid! that! is! channelled! from! the! ‘Global! North’! to! the! ‘Global! South’! as! has! been!
outlined! in! the! previous! chapter.! The! social! problem! the! project! wishes! to! examine! and! study! is!




social! problem.! The! main! research! question! for! this! thesis! is! therefore;! to' what' extent' does' the'












perpetuating,! and! subsequently! upholding,! coloniality! and! othering.! I!wish! to! investigate!whether!
DFID’s!development!partnership!is!presenting!a!naturalised,!or!depoliticised!and!dehistoricised,!story!
of!development!as!has!been!argued!to!be!the!case!in!development!aid!discourses!mentioned!above.!
I! want! to! examine! the! prevalence! of! a! discourse! of! othering! within! development! aid! and!
partnerships,! and!assess!how! this! justifies!and! legitimises! intervention,! investment!and! infiltration!
from! the! ‘Global!North’! to! the! ‘Global! South’.! The!aim! is! to! investigate!whether! the!planning!and!







As!this!study! is!specifically! looking!at!policy!discourse!and!the!research! is!policy!related,! reviewing!
DFID’s!policy!papers!is!essential.!I!have!chosen!the!2014!Southern!Africa!Operational!Plan,!which!is!
henceforth! referred! to! as! the! SAOP! (DFID! 2014a),! and! the! 2014! Global! Partnership! Department!
Operational!Plan,!which!is!henceforth!referred!to!as!the!GPDOP!(DFID!2014b).!This!is!because!these!
two! policy! papers! represent! and! outline! the! planning,! objectives! and! rationales! of! DFID’s!
development! partnerships! in! general! and! to! South! Africa! in! particular.! These! official! documents!
provide! good! insight! into! the! UK! government! department’s! aims,! intentions,! policy! changes! and!
assumptions,!which! are! further! outlined! in! the! next! chapter.! It! represents!what! DFID! themselves!
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South! North! (SSN),! who! are! all! involved! with! the! implementation! of! DFID’s! development!
partnership,!and!will! thus!be!part!of! the!discourse.!Henceforth! I! refer! to! these!actors!as! the!DFID,!
SANT,! SAT! and! SSN! representatives.
10
! The! representatives! were! chosen! by! a! method! known! as!
purposive! sampling,! on! the! basis! that! they! have! substantive! familiarity! with! the! subject,! have!
credible! opinions! and! expertise! on! the! phenomenon! (Bhattacherjee! 2012:69).! As! with! the! policy!
papers! that! are! scrutinised,! this! sample! was! accessible! due! to! their! convenient! location! and! the!
limited!time!and!resources!of!the!study.!!
By! analysing! both! the! policy! papers! and! the! interview! transcripts! I! attempt! to! provide! a!
comprehensive! picture! of! the! development! partnership! discourse! and! the!way! it! functions.!Most!
CDA’s! only!make! use! of! one! or! several! versions! of! a! text,!whilst! this! study!make! use! of! different!




As! the! policy! papers! were! already! transcribed! and! readily! available,! the! research! began! with!
organising! interviews!with! the! relevant! actors! in! the! implementation! process! of! the! development!
partnership.! By! contacting! DFID! South! Africa! I! was! put! in! contact! with! the! representative! who!
agreed!to!meet!me!in!Pretoria!for!an!interview.!As!I!had!already!sent!the!interviewee!the!discussion!









building! on! a! series! of! questions! in! general! interview! schedule! form,! where! the! sequence! of!
questions!varied,!it!allowed!participant!interference!and!some!questions!were!replaced!by!followVup!
questions! relating! to! the! responses! (Bryman! and! Teevan! 2005:71).! The! questions!were! based! on!
gaps!and! interesting! findings! in!the!existing! literature,!questions!arising! from!the!archival! research!
and!information!needed!to!paint!a!more!holistic!picture!of!the!case!study.!Similarly,!but!by!phone,!I!
conducted!interviews!with!the!SANT,!SAT!and!SSN!representatives,!who!were!all!snowball!sampled!
by! referral! from! my! DFID! contact.! These! followed! the! discussion! guide! as! utilised! for! the! DFID!
interviews!and!can!be!found!in!Appendix!A.!All!interviews!were!recorded!and!later!transcribed!word!
for!word!to!ensure!that!the!language!was!true!to!the!interview.!To!be!able!to!attain!consent!for!the!
interviews! and! for! using! the!material! for! this! research! project,! I! sent! the! transcripts! back! to! the!
interviewees!for!approval.!I!would!then,!particularly!in!the!case!of!DFID!and!SANT,!receive!an!edited!
version! in! return! that! was! approved! for! use.! An! outline! of! the! interview! questions! and! some!
preliminary!results!are!presented!in!the!next!chapter.!!
! When! the! transcripts!were! approved! and! ready! for! use,! I! began! the!discourse! analysis! by!
reading! through! the! two!policy!papers!and! the! interview! transcripts.! I! coded! the! significant! terms!
such! as! ‘developing’,! ‘progress’,! ‘traditional’,! ‘weak’,! ‘need’,! ‘constraints’,! ‘behind’.! I! then! wrote!
down!all! the!ways! in!which! the! texts! referred! to! South!Africa,! the! South!African! government! and!
South!African!individuals.!From!my!own!reading!of!the!texts,!findings!from!Chapter!II!of!othering!and!
coloniality! in!development! aid!discourses,! Fairclough’s!CDA! framework! and! the! interpretive!policy!
analysis!strategy!outlined!by!Winkel!and!Leipold!(2016:113),!I!had!already!identified!the!discourses,!
genres!and!dominant!narratives!that! I!wanted!to! look!out!for.!This! included!the!naturalisation!of!a!
development!trajectory!and!the!use!of!binaries.!This!was!in!addition!to!what!Winkel!and!Leipold!call!






















then! assisted! me! in! analysing! the! discourses! that! have! become! dominant! in! the! planning! and!
implementation! of! DFID’s! development! partnership! with! South! Africa.! There! is! currently! no!
particular!way!to!measure!coloniality!and!othering.!Furthermore,!as!the!dynamics!are!of!a!structural!
nature,! a! way! in! which! to! measure! these! concepts! is! not! a! straightforward! task.! From! the!
deconstruction! of! the! mechanisms! of! othering! and! coloniality! in! Chapter! II,! however,! the! above!




The! analysis! is! concerned! with! ‘generating! findings’! from! the! evidence! collected! throughout! the!
study!(Spencer!et.!al.!2003:200),!and!this!research!project!employs!critical!discourse!analysis!where!
the!main!analytical!framework!is!developed!from!Fairclough’s!five!steps!of!using!CDA!as!a!method!in!
social! scientific! research! (2001).! It! is! also! influenced! by! argumentative! discourse! analysis,! and!
recognises! that! language! ‘should!be! related! to! particular! practices! in!which! it! is! employed’! (Hajer!
2005:447).! The! five! steps! include! (i)! focusing! on! a! social! problem!with! a! semiotic! foundation;! (ii)!
identifying!obstacles!to!solving!this!problem!through!analysis!of!different!aspects;!(iii)!considering!if!
the!network!of!practices!‘needs’!the!problem;!(iv)!identifying!possible!solutions!to!the!obstacles;!and!
(v)! reflecting! critically! on! the! four! steps! above! (Fairclough! 2001:125).! The! three! first! steps! are!
applied!systematically!in!Chapter!V,!and!the!fifth!is!incorporated!into!the!four!first!steps.!Because!of!
limited! space!and! time,! step! four!of! identifying! solutions!have!been! left! out.!Rather,! this! thesis! is!
calling!for!further!research!on!ways!‘forward’.!!
The! first!step!refers! to! the!conceptual!problem!of!coloniality!and!othering! in!development!
aid! discourses,! as! was! recognised! in! Chapter! II,! and! how! the! development! partnership! discourse!













analysis! highlights! how! language! creates! influence! and! examines! the! presentation! of! particular!
universalities! and! truths! throughout! the! texts.! Thirdly,! the! interdiscursive' analysis! focuses! on! the!
context! in!which!the!discourse! is!set!and!considers!historical,!political!and!social!events!that!might!
support!or! challenge! the!development!partnership!discourse.! The! linguistic' analysis! is! highlighting!













methodology! is! perfect! and! the! methods! will! always! be! influenced! by! the! subjectivity! of! the!
researcher.!As!stated!by!Bhattacherjee,!qualitative!analysis!is!‘heavily!dependent!on!the!researcher’s!
analytic!and! integrative!skills’!and! it! is! influenced!by! the!researcher’s!predispositions!and!personal!
contextual!knowledge!(2012:113).!In!the!following!paragraphs!I!outline!four!common!limitations!to!





generalisations.!Although!the!aim!of!this!thesis! is! identifying!patterns! in!the!discourse!surrounding!
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DFID’s!development!partnership!with!South!Africa,! it!would!be!beneficial! if! the!research!outcomes!
could!be!applied!to!broader!‘international’!trends!within!the!development!aid!industry!and!conclude!
on! development! partnerships! in! general.! As! pointed! out! by!Gee,! even! an! ideal! discourse! analysis!
would!only!paint!in!detail!‘a!small!part!of!the!full!picture’!(2011:121),!and!this!is!what!this!research!
project!is!doing.!Nevertheless,!this!research!can!provide!insights!on!a!particular!discourse!upholding!
coloniality! and! othering,! and! it! can! provide! guidelines! for! further! studies! aiming! to! understand!
power!structures.!!!
! Discourse!analysis!in!qualitative!research!requires!a!‘close!reading’!of!a!small!sample!of!texts!
(Krippendorff!2004:17).! This!means! that! the! researcher!has! to!be!very! selective!when! it! comes! to!
choosing! the! texts! to! analyse!within! the! sample! frame.! This!will! likely! result! in! some! information!
being! left! out,! and! due! to! limited! time! and! resources! only! parts! of! the! comprehensive! existing!
literature!on!development! aid! and!partnerships!have!been! read! and!applied.! Selectivity! have! also!




! The! fact! remains! that! I! am! trapped! inside! Western! discourse,! language,! and! knowledge!
production.! As! I! am! conducting! a! discourse! analysis! I! simultaneously! find!myself! inside!discourse,!
which!should!also!be!analysed.!As!humans!interpret!the!world!through!certain!languages,!theoretical!
approaches!and!symbols!to!give!it!meaning,!it!is!necessary!to!acknowledge!that!discourse!analysis!is!
in! fact! ‘an! interpretation! of! an! interpretation’! (Gee! 2011:122).! This! is! difficult! to! escape,! and!my!
analysis! is! inevitably! impacted!by!my!positionality!and!subjectivity!as!a!white,!privileged,!Western,!
cisVhet!woman.!However,!this!research!project!use!evidences!and!critical!skills!to!produce!some!form!





with! government! officials.! This! is! emphasised! in! the! literature! on! elite! research! and! interviews,!
highlighting! the! challenge! of! scheduling! interviews,! the! importance! of! wellVprepared! discussion!
guides!and!the!ways! in!which!context!and!the!political!arena!affects! the!responses!of!government!
officials,!which!may!change!over! time! (Aberbach!and!Rockman!2002).!From!the! fieldwork,! I! found!




came! to! the! interview! discussion! guide,! where! particular! questions! were! skipped,! avoided! or!
omitted.! Often,! this! related! to! questions! centred! on! colonialism,! historical! references,! Brexit! and!
more! current! political! events! such! as! corruption! in! South!Africa.! It! is! important! to!highlight! these!
limitations,! as! they! are! findings! in! and! of! themselves.! One! has! to! be! cognisant! of! employment!
conditions! of! the! participants! and! as! the! researcher! I! was! aware! if! the! necessity! to!work! on! the!
interviewees’!terms!and!conditions,!to!ensure!the!research!does!not!become!exploitative.!This!case!






So! far! I! have! outlined! the! main! conceptual! debates! surrounding! othering,! coloniality! and!
development! aid! and! partnerships.! I! have! introduced! my! methodology! and! CDA! approach,! and!
explained! my! data! collection! methods.! As! this! research! project! bases! itself! on! a! particular! case!
study,!this!is!important!to!explore!on!its!own,!and!this!chapter!is!dedicated!to!just!that.!A!case!study!
is!often!associated!with!qualitative!methods!and!research! is!normally! intensive!and!detailed!about!
one! case! in! particular.! It! frequently! employs! several! collection! methods,! and! a! ‘multiplicity! of!
perspectives!which!are!rooted!in!a!specific!context’!(Lewis!2003:52).!Whether!a!study!is!qualitative!
or! quantitative,! decisions! have! to! be! made! and! justified! about! the! sample! selection! as! the!
researcher!cannot!possibly!study!and!record!everything!that!might!occur!(Ritchie!et.!al.!2003:77).!For!
quantitative! research! the! common! sampling! method! is! based! on! probability.! In! this! qualitative!
research,! however,! I! have! conducted! nonUprobability! sampling! by! deliberately! selecting! DFID! and!
their! development! partnership! with! South! Africa! as! a! ‘unit’! to! reflect! the! emerging! discourse! of!
development!partnerships!(Ritchie!et.!al.!2003:78).!!
This! research!paper! further!assesses!particular! characteristics!by!exploring!whether!DFID’s!
development!partnership!with!South!Africa!is!perpetuating!coloniality!and!othering.!The!partnership!
approach! pursued! by! the!UK! government! in! South!Africa! serves! as! an! ideal! case! study! due! to! its!
convenience,! historical! relevance! and! the! expertise! of! the! participants.! Firstly,! studying! DFID’s!
relationship!with!South!Africa!is!convenient!as!the!study!is!being!carried!out!in!South!Africa,!based!at!






on!new!development! aid! approaches! and! its! role! as! the! third! largest! provider!of! aid! in! the!world!
increases! their! significance! (ICAI! 2017).! This! thesis! can! therefore! provide! guidelines! in! studying!













There! have! been! several! UK! Government! departments! preceding! DFID! responsible! for! aid! and!
development,!and!historically! the!British!aid!program!has!been! ‘rooted! in!colonial!history’! (Barder!
2005:3).! The! Colonial! Development! Act! of! 1929! stated! that! financial! assistance! and! funds! were!
allocated! if! the! projects! resulted! in! gains! for! the!UK,! and! it! did! not! permit! aid! for! social! services!
(Barder! 2005:4).! After! social! unrest! in! the! 1930s! the! new! Colonial! Development! Act! of! 1940!
extended! the!purpose! to! include! the!welfare!of! colonial! subjects! (Barder!2005:4).!After!WWII!and!
Truman’s! speech! on! underdevelopment,! aid! to! the! colonies! increased! and! a! longer! commitment!
established! to! support! development! in! the! colonies! through! schemes! of! agriculture,! public!works!
and!social!services!(Barder!2005:4).!The!years!following!the!war!changed!the!views!of!foreign!aid!and!
its!role.!With!the!‘success’!of!the!Marshall!Plan!and!the!thought!that!the!‘combination!of!capital!and!









DFID! was! established! in! 1997.! This! marked! a! shift! in! the! department’s! extended!
responsibilities!and!the!reVarticulation!of!policies,!which!came!with!the!shift!from!a!Conservative!to!
Labour!Government!(Barder!2005:14).!The!new!responsibilities!included!ensuring!a!coherent!policy!
on! development! across! the! Government! and! new! policies! saw! a! shift! in! emphasis! from! market!
economic! reforms! to! focus! on! debt! relief,! poverty! reduction! and! governance! reform! (Barder!
2005:14).!However,!the! introduction!of!the!‘New!Labour!discourse’!also!meant!continued!focus!on!
trade!and!economic!reform!(Barder!2005:13).!Today!DFID’s!vision!is!to!build!a!‘safer,!healthier,!more!
prosperous!world! for!people! in!developing!countries!and! in! the!UK! too’! (GOV.UK!2017),!and! their!
development!objectives!are!largely!in!line!with!the!UN’s!SDGs!as!outlined!above.!The!aid!budget!is!
spent!on! tackling!what! they!define!as! the! ‘great!global! challenges’!which!are! strengthening!global!
peace,! security!and!governance,! strengthening! resilience!and! response! to! crises,!promoting!global!
prosperity! and! tackling! extreme! poverty! and! helping! the! ‘world’s!most! vulnerable’! (HM! Treasury!
2015:3).! In! 2015,! African! countries! received! about! 55! per! cent! of! all! UK! bilateral! aid! and! has!
‘consistently!been! the! largest! recipient’!of!DFID!development!aid! since!2010! (DFID!2016a:31).!The!
2016!referendum!resulting!in!the!decision!of!the!UK!leaving!the!EU,!henceforth!referred!to!as!Brexit,!
marked! another! shift! in! development! aid! focus! and! opportunities.! In! their! new! Economic'
Development' Strategy,! a! key!message!of! the! strategy! is! to!advance!economic!development! in! the!
poorest!countries!as!a!‘hallmark!of!building'Global'Britain’!(DFID!2017:4,!emphasis!added).!According!





Although!South!Africa! is! recognised!as!a!middle! income!country!and!an! ‘emerging!power’!by!DFID!
(2014a),!the!World!Bank!recognises!that!16%!of!the!South!African!population!lives!in!poverty,!or!less!
than! $1.90! a! day,! and! the! country! have! one! of! the! highest! income! inequality! rates! in! the! world!
(World!Bank!2017).!After!the!demise!of!the!apartheid!regime!in!South!Africa,!which!was!founded!on!
institutional! racism,! there!was!an!agreement!made!between! the!African!National!Congress! (ANC),!
the!incumbent!National!Party!government!and!the!new!influencing!advisors!such!as!the!World!Bank!
built!on!the!development!discourse.!It!was!also!quickly!adopted!by!the!postV1994!ANC!government,!
who! titled! their! first! fiveVyear! plan! The' Reconstruction' and' Development' Programme! (Crush!
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1995:xii).! This! signalled! a! move! away! from! the! former! Marxist! and! socialist! approach! that!
characterised!the!ANC!in!exile,!typified!by!the!Freedom!Charter,!and!in!the!second!term!of!President!
Thabo! Mbeki! the! strategy! was! highly! neoVliberal! with! policies! calling! for! privatisation,! foreign!
investment,!trade!liberalisation!and!an!enabling!business!environment!(Besharati!2013:11).!Despite!
both! successes! and! shortcomings! of! the! different! strategies! employed,! the! South! African!
government!appears! to!have!aspired! to!become!a! ‘developmental! state’,! and! the!ANC!Polokwane!
Conference!which! saw! the! rise! of! current! President! Jacob! Zuma!was! a! ‘revival! of! leftist! and! antiV
liberal!sentiments’! (Besharati!2013:12).!This!can!be!related!to!antiVWestern!strains!within!the!ANC!
and!the!hardVline!strategy!Zuma!has!adopted!towards!Western!powers!that!according!to!him!‘plot!to!
control! South!Africa’! (The!Economist!2017,!Bauer!2017).! The!South!African!National!Development!
Plan!(SANDP)!2030!recognises!that!the!country!can!play!an! important!role! in! influencing!the!other!
BRICS!countries! (Brazil,!Russia,! India!and!China),!and!African!countries! in!matters!of!development,!
integration! and! trade! (NPC! 2012:235).! This! reflects! a! wish! to! positioning! South! Africa! as! an!






2016:279).! DFID’s! development! aid! to! South! Africa! has! historically! been! focused! on! trade!
agreements,!education!and!water!projects.!In!2014!the!department!stated,!that!even!though!South!
Africa!is!an!‘emerging!power’!and!major!economy!with!a!positive!‘trajectory’,!the!issues!the!country!
face! ‘cannot! be! addressed! effectively! at! country! level! alone’! (DFID! 2014a:6).! Similarly,! the! report!
recognises! ‘strong! evidence! of! need’,! particularly! when! it! comes! to! economic! growth! to! reduce!
unemployment,! violence! against! women! and! children! and! public! sector! accountability! (DFID!




The! UK! is,! according! to! Hornsby! and! Black,! South! Africa’s! ‘most! pivotal! and! enduring! traditional!
‘partner’’!(2016:268).!This!is!not!surprising!as!already!in!1806!the!British!Empire!colonised!the!Cape!





Africa! only! gained! control! of! diplomacy! and! foreign! policy! in! 1926! (Hornsby! and!Black! 2016:270).!





isolate!South!Africa,! and! sustained! robust! trade!and! investment!with!and! in! the!country! (Hornsby!
and! Black! 2016:270).! In! fact,! the! UK! was! the! ‘most! important! source! of! foreign! capital’! and! the!




and! it! had! served! the! ideological! and! ‘geoVstrategic’! importance! of! preventing! communism! to!
flourish!in!Africa!(2016:272).!The!UK!has!eventually!‘been!woven!into!South!Africa’s!social,!economic!
and!political!history’!(Hornsby!and!Black!2016:272).!!
! After! the! demise! of! the! apartheid! regime! and! the! British! hosting! of! the! AntiVApartheid!
Movement,!trade!and!investment!between!the!two!countries!persisted.!Between!1998!and!2008!the!





and! political! links! between! the! UK! and! the! South! African! government,! and! the! relationship! has!
continuously!been!built!on!national!interests,!at!least!of!the!former.!As!pointed!out!by!Hornsby!and!
Black,!despite!some!antiVWestern!rhetoric!and!strengthened!trade!and!foreign!policy!agency,!South!





that! they!would! cease! all! direct! bilateral! assistance! to! South! Africa! and! from! 2015! rather! build! a!




income! country! and! ‘has! its! own! resources’! for! development! service! delivery! (DFID! 2014a:6).!
According! to!DFID! the!aim!with! this!partnership! is! to!help! the!country!and!government! ‘translate’!
investment! into! better! lives! for! the! poorer! population,! and! work! together! on! international!
development!objectives!which!affects!them!both!(DFID!2014a:6).!The!planning!of!this!development!
partnership!is!outlined!in!two!policy!papers,!the!GPDOP!and!the!SAOP.!To!achieve!its!objectives,!the!
programme! is! implemented! through! partnerships! with! SANT! and! their! Capacity! Building! Project,!
with! SAT! and! their! different! projects! on! influencing! policyVmaking,! climate! change! and! capacity!
building,!and!with!SSN!and!their!climate!change!advocacy!and!policy!work.!These!policy!papers!and!




The! planning,! objectives! and! aims! of! DFID’s! development! partnership! with! South! Africa! can! be!
located! in! two!policy!papers.!The!GPDOP! is!available! through!the!UK’s!National!Archives!and! is!an!
eighteen!page!long!paper!that!sets!out!the!general!context,!vision!and!objectives,!headline!results,!
delivery,! monitoring! and! transparency! of! DFID’s! development! partnership! approach! with! other!
bilateral!donors,!philanthropic!foundations,!and!‘emerging!powers’!including!India,!Brazil,!China!and!
South!Africa.!The!paper!states!that!the!department’s!main!objectives!are!to!‘influence!change!in!the!
international! system’! through! different! forums! such! as! the! G20,! managing! major! partnerships,!
developing! knowledge! and! policy! on! development! goals! and! modernising! ODA! (DFID! 2014b:3).!!
Similarly,! the!SAOP! is!available! from!the!archives!and! is!a!nineteen!pages! long!paper! that! through!
introducing! the!context,! vision!and!objectives,! results,!delivery,!value! for!money!and! transparency!




These! are! to! ‘build! a! better,! more! prosperous! world! for! us! all’! through! growing! business!






! From! analysing! the! nine! categories! outlined! in! the! above! chapter,! it! was! found! that! the!
policy!papers!aim!to!establish!expertise!and!influence!with!DFID!as!a!development!organisation,!they!
perpetuate! the! conceptual! binary! of! developed/developing,! and! that! they! present! particular!
development!challenges!as!universalities!and!truths.!For!example,!both!policy!papers!seem!to!claim!
some! influence! in! knowing! the! ‘right! ways’! for! South! Africa! to! develop.! The! papers! establish!
development! expertise! by! arguing! some! policies! are! critical,! and! that! humanitarian! assistance!
remains! DFID’s! responsibility! (DFID! 2014a:4;! DFID! 2014b:2).! When! it! comes! to! the! binaries,! the!
Introduction! alone! refers! to! ‘developing’! countries! three! times,! each! time! in! the! context! of! DFID!
providing! some! assistance! in! the! form! of! ‘helping’,! ‘improving’! or! ‘investing’! (DFID! 2014a:4;! DFID!
2014b:2).! Finally,! the!papers!are!highlighting! certain!development! ‘truths’,! again!by! referring! to! is!
and!are!and!‘right!ways’!of!spending,!but!also!to!‘internationally!agreed’!principles!and!objectives!for!




To! be! able! to! get! insight! into! the! implementation! of! DFID’s! development! partnership!with! South!
Africa!I!conducted!interviews!with!four!representatives!involved!with!the!development!partnership!




example,!questions! included,! ‘what'are'your'main'objectives'and'goals?’,! ‘what'would'you'say'are'
South'Africa’s'main'‘development'challenges’?’,! ‘what'do'you'believe'should'be'the'role'of'Western'
donors'and'organisations'such'as'DFID'when'it'comes'to'South'Africa’s'development?’,! ‘how'would'
you' describe' your' relationship' with' DFID/the' Southern' Africa' Trust/the' South' African'
government/South'South'North?’'and! ‘how'did'the'transition'to'development'partnership' influence'
your'work?’!!




change.! Secondly,! particular! development! ‘truths’! are! presented! through! language! of! is' and! are,!
such! as! focusing! on! economic! development,! the! importance! of! the! SDGs! and! international!






Africa’s! ‘progress’.! Finally,! all! representatives! involved! with! DFID’s! development! partnership!
highlight!‘mutuality’!of!cooperation,!interests!or!collaboration.!They!are!generally!positive!about!the!









adequately! address! the! problem! of! coloniality! and! othering! in! development! discourses.! It! has!
introduced! the! case! study!and!outlined! some!preliminary! results! that! show! that! the!development!
partnership!discourse!is!to!some!extent!perpetuating!coloniality!of!knowledge!and!othering.!Like!the!
quote! above,! I! believe! in! the! power! of! language! and! discourse! in! shaping! our! reality! and!
understanding! of! the! world.! This! influences! the! importance! of! analysing! the! development!





More! specifically,!what! is! investigated! is! the! portrayal! of! binaries! and! hierarchy! of! countries,! the!
story!of!progress!and!development,! ‘universal’! knowledge!and!strategies!on!development!and! the!
relationship! between!donor! and! aid! recipients.! It! also! examines!what! is! omitted! in! the!discourse,!
and! therefore! silenced,! in! the! attempt! to! measure! the! extent! to! which! elements! of! coloniality!
remain! entrenched! in! the! way! South! Africa! is! presented! and! depicted.! The! chapter! investigates!
whether! the! discourse! related! to! the! planning! and! implementation! of! DFID’s! development!
partnership! with! South! Africa! characterises! a! move! away! from! coloniality! and! othering! in!
development! aid! discourses! as! outlined! in! Chapter! II,! or! whether! it! translates! into! the! ‘mutual’!
cooperation!that!the!policy!outwardly!states.!As!we!have!seen!in!Chapter!III,!CDA!aims!to!understand!





being?! Does! the! discourse! rely! on! mutuality! instead! of! othering?! How! is! the! discourse!
recontextualised?!Finally,!what!theories,!knowledges!and!histories!are!supporting!the!development!
partnership!discourse?!
Chapter! III!outlined!Fairclough’s! five!steps!to!CDA!that!have! influenced!the!analysis!below.!
The! outline! of! this! chapter! is! as! follows:! the! first! section! (5.1)! looks! at! the! social! problem! of!
coloniality! and! othering! which! appears! to! be! perpetuated! by! the! development! partnership!
discourse,! and! the! neverVending! ‘challenge’! of! poverty! and! ‘underdevelopment’.! The! second!
subchapter!(5.2)!focuses!on!the!prevalence!and!strength!of!the!development!partnership!discourse,!
and! is! divided! into! four! subVsubchapters;! the! development! network! (5.2.1)! looks! at! how! the!
development! partnership! approach! is! interconnected! with! other! governments! and! organisations;!
the! science!of!development! (5.2.2)! examines! the! theories,! knowledge!and!histories!upholding! the!
discourse;!and!the!actual!discourse!analysis!(5.2.3)!which!through!four!further!subVsubVsubchapters!
outlines! the! most! important! results! from! the! analysis.! Here! we! find! the! prevalence! and! reV
contextualisation! of! the! development! aid! discourse! (5.2.3.1);! the! universality! of! development!
strategies!and!certain!dominant!representations!that!become!truths!(5.2.3.2);!the!context! in!which!
the!development!partnership!discourse! is!perpetuated,! including!for!whom!and!why! it! is!produced!
and! reproduced! (5.2.3.3);! the! semiosis! that! is! particular! to! DFID’s! development! partnership!
approach! (5.2.3.4),! which! are! partnerships! for! mutual! cooperation! (5.2.3.4.1),! capacity! building!
(5.2.3.4.2)! and! the! nonVexistent! semiosis! of! political! and! historical! influences! on! development!
(5.2.3.4.3).! This! brings! us! to! the! third! step! of! the! analysis! (5.3),! namely! looking! at! whether! the!




According! to! the! decolonial! lens,! the! world! remains! characterised! by! colonial! power! structures,!
where!former!colonial!powers!continue!to!be!at!the!top!of!the!hierarchy!and!subsequently!benefit!
from! interactions!with! the! ‘developing’!exVcolonial!world! (NdlovuVGatsheni!2012).! In! line!with! this!
claim,!when!looking!at!the!language!contained!in!the!two!policy!papers!on!the!partnership!approach!








Correspondingly,! the! insinuated! promise! of! mutual! cooperation,! ownership! and! policy!
influence! has! been! criticised! as! attempting! to! underplay! political! motivations! for! aid,! Western!






solve! this,! this! coloniality!and!othering!of!development!discourses!are! something! that!we!need! to!
investigate.! In! fact,! according! to! the!UN!Development! Programme’s! (UNDP)!Human'Development'
Report!from!2016,!based!on!the!1990’s!development!model!as!outlined!in!Chapter!II,!more!than!766!
million! people! live! on! less! than! $1.90! a! day,! and! more! than! 2.4! billion! people! lack! access! to!
improved! sanitation! (UNDP! 2016:29V30).! Related! to! the! case! study,! DFID! claims! that! poverty! is!
increasing!in!Southern!Africa,!and!South!Africa!is!rated!as!one!of!the!most!unequal!countries!in!the!
world!(2014a:5).!!
Nevertheless,!as!we!have!seen! in! the!above!preliminary! results,! there!are! some!signs!of!a!
changing!relationship!between!donor!and!recipient!in!the!DFID!development!partnership!with!South!




whether! the! critique! of! development! partnership! discourses! outlined! above! is! true,! or! whether!
DFID’s! development! partnership! does! in! fact! challenge! the! coloniality! and! othering! prevalent! in!





problem.! This! requires! looking! at! the! prevalence! of! language,! concepts! and! characteristics! in! the!
discourse,!and!the!reproduction!of!the!discourse!itself.!Thus,!the!objective!of!this!subchapter!is! ‘to!
understand! how! the! problem! arises! and! how! it! is! rooted! in! the! way! social! life! is! organised’!
(Fairclough!2003:209).! In!an!attempt! to!understand!why!a! certain!understanding!and!discourse!of!
47!
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development! ‘at! some! point! gains! dominance! and! is! seen! as! authoritative’,! while! other!
understandings! are! silenced! or! discredited! (Hajer! 1993:44).! However,! the! CDA! also! aims! to!
investigate!possible!challenges!to!the!problem,!and!analyse!how!these!arises! inside!and!outside!of!
the!discourse.!!
As! described! in! Chapter! III,! within! this! step! we! find! further! categories! and! analytical!
strategies!that!need!to!be!considered!to!paint!a!holistic!picture!of!the!construction!of!the!discourse!
and!what!understandings! it!produces!and!reproduces.!When!analysing!discourse,! it! is! important!to!
recognise! the! dominance! and! prevalence! of! certain! linguistic! patterns,! actors,! portrayals! and!
concepts,!but! it! is! just!as! important!to!recognise!that!which! is!downplayed,!omitted!and!excluded.!
This! subchapter! therefore! investigates! the! development! network! and! the! science! upholding! the!
development! partnership! discourse,! how! the! discourse! is! related! to! other! practices,! how! it!
establishes!particular!truths,!the!context!and!intention!of!the!discourse,!and!the!dominant,!resistant!
and!different!genres!and!discourses!which!protrudes!within!the!partnership!discourse.!My!research!
finds! that! although! the! discourse! is! challenging! the! image! of! Africa! associated!with! the! ‘imperial!
gaze’,! it! is! still! relying! on! depoliticised! and! dehistoricised! theories,! knowledges! and! histories! of!
development.!This,! I!argue,! functions! to!produce!histories! that!naturalise! the!colonial!order!of! the!






government’! (Fairclough! 2001:129).! What! is! important! to! acknowledge,! however,! is! the!





that! there!has!been!an!expansion! in! the!networks,! relations!and! ‘partnerships’.!This! is!particularly!
evident! with! other! bilateral! donors,! additional! UK! government! departments,! philanthropic!





the! development! network! by! expanding! it! to! include! South! Africa,! Brazil,! India! and! China! (DFID!
2014b:7).!These! ‘emerging!powers’!are!according!to! the!DFID!representative! ‘countries!which!play!
an! increasing! role! in! the! growth! and! stability! of! other! developing! countries’,! in! addition! to! being!
‘increasingly! influential! on! global! public! goods’! (Interview! 12
th
! October! 2017).! According! to! DFID!
policy,! this! is!what!makes!South!Africa!a! ‘key!ally’! for! the!UK! in!achieving!development!objectives!
(DFID!2014a:6).!!
The! important! question! is! whether! the! development! partnership! discourse! is! in! fact!
contributing!to!a!negation!of!‘lopsided’!donorVrecipient!relationships!and!whether!it!challenges!the!
coloniality! of! power! (Lie! 2015:724).! What! could! be! challenging! the! coloniality! of! power! in! the!
development!network!is!expanding!it!to!previously!excluded!actors,!and!the!SAOP!emphasises!that!a!
‘successful! response’! to! the! many! development! issues! in! South! Africa! requires! reinforcing!
partnerships! with! South! African! institutions,! civil! society,! organisations! and! the! South! African!




A! prominent! discourse! such! as! the! one! on! development! partnership! is! alongside! a! network! of!
practices!constituted!by!a!network!of!theories,!knowledges!and!histories,!as!outlined! in!Chapter! II.!
Discourse!analysis! is!concerned!with! ‘the!way!knowledge! is!produced!within!a!particular!discourse!
through!the!use!of!distinctive!language’!or!the!use!of!particular!theories!to!explain!and!make!sense!
of! the! world! (Spencer! et.! al.! 2003:200).! In! this! section! I! analyse! what! science! the! development!
partnership! discourse! relies! on! and! examine!whether! it! challenges! the! othering! and! coloniality! of!
knowledge!as!found!in!the!‘traditional’!development!aid!discourse.!!*
A!prominent!story!of!development!aid!discourses,!as!pointed!out!in!Chapter!II,!is!the!natural,!
depoliticised! and! dehistoricised! history! of! ‘underdevelopment’.! Although! the! language! is! not! as!
crude,!there!is!a!perpetuation!of!a!particular!naturalised!development!trajectory!in!the!development!
partnership! discourse.! There! is! a! particular! story' line,! as! described! by!Winkel! and! Leipold.! This! is!
when! agents! create! a! particular! narrative! that! interpret! events! in! correlation! with! the! policy!
discourse! they! want! to! convey! and! justify! (2016:113).! Through! this,! the! partnership! discourse!








which!according! to! Fabian!has!been! the! strongest! force!of! separating! the! subject! from! the!object!
(1983).!As!we!have! seen! in! Chapter! II,! by! categorising! and!placing! societies! on! a! ‘temporal! slope’!






does! not! take! into! account! the! political! and! historical! influences! on! this! ‘difference’.! In! fact,! the!
policy!papers!and! interview!transcripts!are!depoliticising!and!dehistoricising!South!Africa’s!poverty!
and! inequalities! by! not!mentioning! the!way! in!which! historical! events! of! colonialism! and! political!
structures!of! capital! flight!and! trade! relations!have! influenced! the!perceived! lack!of!development.!
This! silence! is! further! discussed! in! the! Linguistic! Analysis! below,! as! we! have! seen! the! goal! of!
discourse! inquiries! and! analysis! is! to! reveal! that! understandings! are! not! contextV,! cultureV! and!
historyVfree!(Stetsenko!and!Arievitch!1997).!!
Similarly,!we!find!that!DFID!policy!is!replete!with!language!that!refers!to!people,!populations!
and!countries!as! ‘the!most! vulnerable!people,! ‘poor!people’,! ‘the!poorest’,! ‘developing! countries’,!
‘poor! countries’,! ‘fragile! and! conflict! areas’! (DFID! 2014a:4V6;! DFID! 2014b:2V11;! Interview! 13
th
!
October! 2017).! To! use! Said’s! terms,! this! places! them! on! an! invented! geographical! distinction!
(1978:5).!The!effect!is!that!it!categorises!the!difference!between!the!rich,!Western!and!‘developed’!
societies!in!the!North,!and!the!poor,!‘subaltern’!and!‘developing’!societies!in!the!South,!which!has!a!





and! other! practices! perpetuate! the! depiction! of! poverty! and! famine! in! ‘developing’! countries!
through!pictures!of!‘undifferentiated’!masses!without!personal!characteristics,!hence!dehumanising!
people!and!individuals!(Bleiker!et.!al.!2013).!Referring!to!people!as!‘poor!people’!and!‘the!poorest’!
depicts! them! as! an! undifferentiated! mass! without! individual! histories,! experiences! and! personal!
characteristics!(Campbell!2011).!Ultimately,!this!distancing!through!time!and!space!denies!mutuality!
of!the!aid!donor!and!recipient,!and!points!to!Noxolo’s!aforementioned!argument,!that!the!very!word!
‘partnership’! is! hiding! European! paternalism! and! perpetuating! racialised! hierarchies! (2006).! The!





Although! the! economic! growth! model! seems! to! be! spearheading! the! development!
partnership! approach,! and! the! SAOP! emphasises! that! ‘sustained! economic! growth’! will! lead! to! a!
reduction! in! poverty! and! ultimately! ‘progress’! towards! development! (DFID! 2014a:5),! the! MDGs,!
SDGs!and!the!‘international’!human!rights!continue!to!accompany!development!measurements!and!








out! that! the! SDGs!were! an! important! framework! to! follow! (Interview! 20
th
! December! 2017).! Even!
though!the!interviewee!is!curious!of!the!motivation!‘by!which!these!agendas!are!being!tagged!and!




to! dictate! the! development! agenda! across! countries! and! contexts.! Moreover,! as! they! are!
constructed!by!a!largely!‘Westernised’!and!‘Europeanised’!mandate!one!could!argue!these!goals!also!
uphold! a!Western' knowledge' hegemony! on! development! aid.! From! the! above! analysis! the! study!






Turning! now! to! the!main! part! of! the! analysis:! to! critically! analyse! the! particular! language! of! the!
development! partnership! discourse! evident! in! the! policy! papers! and! interview! transcripts! with!
relevant! actors.! This! section! investigates! how! the! discourse! is! preserved! and! maintained! by!
assessing!the!use!of!certain!words!and!signs,!and!what!is!omitted.!I!investigate!how!the!discourse!is!









discourses.! This! is! because! discourses! are! neither! produced! nor! reproduced! in! a! vacuum.!
Recontextualisation! refers! to! the! way! in! which! discourses! and! elements! of! social! practices! are!




economic! policy,! political! views! and! cultural! practices.! There! has! been! a! recontextualisation! that!




Another!key!point! is! the!way! that!an!aid! recipient! country,! like!South!Africa,!may!adopt!a!
certain! colonial! discourse.! Indeed,! there! is! evidence! that! indicates! how! the! South! African!
government!and!NGOs’!continue!to!frame!and!perpetuate!the!development!partnership!discourse.!
Something!we!need! to!consider! is!South!African! interest! in! the!development!partnership!with! the!
UK,!as!well!as!their!own!development!discourse!upholding!this!othering!and!knowledge!hegemony.!
In! addition! to! the! trade! and! investment! outlined! in! Chapter! IV,! there! are! benefits! to! categorising!
one’s!country!as!‘developing’!and!‘povertyVstricken’.!In!order!to!receive!monetary!assistance!in!the!
form! of! development! aid! ‘evidence! of! need’! must! be! presented! and! conceptualised,! and! the!
argument!that!the!country!cannot!deal!with!this!on!its!own.!!
An!example!of!this!was!with!the!representative!of!SANT,!a!government!official,!who!states!
that!South!Africa! ‘definitely!needs!help! from!outside’! (Interview!1
st
!December!2017).!Even! though!
this! research! project! focuses! on! the! Western! knowledge! hegemony! and! othering! of! exVcolonial!
countries!by! the!development!discourses,!one! cannot! ignore! the!othering! from!within! the!African!
continent! and! countries.
13
! The! SANDP! continuously! refers! to! ‘developing’! countries,! ‘lack’! and!
‘barriers’! to! growth! (NPC! 2012),! and! these! characteristics! are! thus! recontextualised! in! the! South!







reflects! the! perpetuation! of! Europeanised! education,! cultural! globalisation! and! even! academia!
coming!out!of!the!African!continent!(1997).!Through!the!allVencompassing!nature!of!the!hegemonic!
knowledge! production,! we! are! all! trapped! within! a! Eurocentric! discourse! relying! on! particular!
‘truths’!as!we!have!seen!above! in! the!science!of!development.!An!example!of! this! is!how!the!SAT!
representative! continuously! refers! to! the! SDG! agenda! of! leaving! no! one! ‘behind’! (Interview! 16
th
!






Contradicting! this!depiction,!however,! is! the!SSN!representative’s!argument! that! there!are!
few! examples! of! the! South! African! government! focusing! on! the! SDG! agenda! (Interview! 20
th
!
December!2017).!Similarly,! the!SANDP!recognises! the! influence!of! colonial! legacy!on!geography! in!
South! Africa! (NPC! 2012:260),! as! well! as! the! Presidency! of! Zuma! and! the! politics! of! antiVWestern!











Winkel! and! Leipold!argues! that! the! ‘art!of!policymaking! is! to!establish!a!dominant!political! ‘truth’!
that! in! turn! legitimizes! societal! intervention! strategies’! by! the! means! of! policies! (2016:111).! The!
interactional! analysis! thus! refers! to! how! language! creates! influence! and! looks! at! how! the! policy!
papers! and! transcripts! from! the! interviews! promote! certain! knowledge! and! establishes! ‘political!
truths’! (Fairclough! 2001).! For! example,! as! we! have! seen! in! Chapter! II! and! the! science! of!
development! partnerships! above,! dominant! representations! of! developing! nations! have! been!
certain!‘lacks’!and!persistent!poverty.!Hence,!the!soVcalled!‘development!aid!industry’!can!be!seen!to!









where! the! language! used! suggests! that! DFID! is! sustaining! their! expertise! and! legitimacy! in! the!
coloniality!of!knowledge!on!development!partnerships.!!
When!analysing!the!DFID!policy!papers!on!the!development!partnership!approach!in!South!






for! dealing! cost! effectively! with! common! issues! facing! the! continent’! (DFID! 2014a:5,! emphasis!
added).!It!continues!by!saying!that!certain!strategies!‘are!critical!to!sustained!and!shared!economic!
growth’,! and! that! contributing! factors! to! continuing! inequalities! in! the! region! ‘are:! weak! and!
inefficient! governance,! inequality! and! lack! of! opportunity! for! women! and! girls,! poor! access! to!
energy,!and!poorly!diversified!economies’! (DFID!2014a:5,!emphasis!added).!By!saying!things! is!and!
are! in! particular!ways,! the! papers! establish! politically!motivated! accounts! and! legitimises! political!
action! by! DFID! on! these! regional! constraints.! This! is! emphasised! in! Chapter! II,! looking! at! how!
development!aid!discourses!have!justified!Western!intervention!by!the!thought!that!the!‘subaltern’!






‘right! things’! to! spend!development!aid! funding!on,!depicts!certain! truths!and!universalities!about!
development!more!broadly!and!South!African!development!in!particular.!The!continued!referral!to!
‘internationally! agreed!principles! for! aid! and!development! effectiveness’! and! ‘global! development!
goals’! also! points! to! the! universality! of! a! certain! development,! not! leaving! room! for! questions! or!
contextual!particularities.!This!may!be!seen!as!upholding!coloniality!of!knowledge!and!power!by!not!
allowing! any! room! for! questioning! DFID’s! expertise! and! the! universality! of! ideas.! As! these! policy!
papers!are!meant!to! influence! ‘effective’!change!and!development,! the!need!to!universalise! is!not!
surprising,! and! the! SSN! representative! questions! how! you! as! a! development! agency! can! suggest!
anything!without! sounding! like! you! are! imposing! an! agenda! (Interview! 20
th
! December! 2017).! The!
interviewee! continues;! ‘how! do! you! politely! infer! that! there! is! an! opportunity! for! change?’!
(Interview! 20
th
! December! 2017).! Heron! identifies! colonial! continuities! in! the! practice! of!
54!
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One! way! of! locating! the! contextuality! and! interdiscursivity! of! the! policy! papers! and! interview!









Although! the! DFID! policy! papers! do! not!mention! this,! the! people! interviewed!were! quite!
direct! in! stating! that! the! development! partnership!was! indeed! in! the! UK’s! national! interests.! For!
example,!DFID!highlights!that!the!development!partnership!is!‘an!important!contribution!to!the!UK’s!












(Inglehart! and! Norris! 2016:7).! This! is! also! emphasised! by! the! SSN! representative,! saying! that! in!















work,! although! focusing! on! trade! being! beneficial! for! the! informal! sector! as! well! as! the! big!
companies! (Interview! 16
th
! January! 2018).! Looking! at! the! context! of! the! papers! this! focus! can! be!
explained!by!the!fact!that!the!policy!papers!were!published!under!the!2010V2015!Conservative!and!







‘freedom’! from! EU! rules! on! trade! with! ‘developing’! countries! (Rumney! 2017).! As! the! interviews!
revealed,! it! does! indeed! appear! that! the! development! partnership! discourse! is! sustaining! a!
coloniality!of!power.!It!is!through!the!discourse!of!development!partnership!pushing!for!more!trade!
and! business! that!will! benefit! the!UK! government.! Backstrand! argues! that! sometimes! the! case! of!
development! partnerships! is! a! ‘relocation! and! diffusion! of! authority! from! government! to! publicV
private’!networks!of!implementation,!thus!providing!even!less!autonomy!and!power!to!the!recipient!







partnership! is! only! providing! a! new! terminology! to! further! and! legitimise!more! specific! focus! on!




As! this! study! seeks! to! analyse! whether! the! development! partnership! discourse! is! perpetuating!
othering!and!coloniality!inherent!in!development!aid!discourses!by!looking!at!DFID’s!approach!with!







The! next! section! considers! two! additional! dominant! genres! within! the! development!
partnership! discourse,! namely! mutual' cooperation! and! capacity' building.! These! represent! what!
Gardner! and! Lewis! would! call! ‘resistant’! or! ‘different’! genres! within! the! discourse,! which! can!






being! different! categories! of! human! as! colonisers! and! colonised,! to! living! in! different!worlds! and!
finally! being! the! complete! or! incomplete! form! of! development.! However,! through! CDA! of! the!














and! the! SAT! representative! claimed! that! they! have!more! freedom! in! terms! of! ‘implementing! our!
own! strategies’! (Interview! 16
th













The! above! findings! points! to! some! resistant! discourses! emerging! from! within! the!
development! partnership! discourse! itself,! denying! what! the! decolonial! theory! would! call! the!
coloniality! of! power.! It! is! also! challenging! the! ‘imperial! gaze’! by!not! telling! the!NGOs!what! to!do.!
Hence,! the! partnership! discourse! is! also! representing! a!more! ‘collaborative’! relationship! between!









lift! themselves!out!of!poverty!and! leave!poverty!behind’! (DFID!2014a:4).! In!general!we!find!DFID’s!
emphasis!on!helping!developing! countries! ‘build’!particular!environments,! institutions!and! ‘enable!
governments’! (DFID! 2014a).! It! refers! to! DFID’s! work! to! ‘strengthen! bodies’,! and! the! ‘support! to!
national!efforts’,!all! to! ‘help’!countries! ‘solve!their!own!development!challenges’! (DFID!2014a:4V6).!
The!SANT,!SAT!and!SSN!all!work!in!‘capacity!building’!projects!meant!to!enhance!the!capabilities!of!









in! relation! to! development! aid! originated! in! the! 1960s! and! 1970s! as! a! variation! of! human!
development!and!as!an!attempt!to!reduce!ethnocentrism!(1997:41).!It!is!about!supporting!a!country!
in! becoming! independent! in! tackling! its! own! development! challenges,! and! insinuates! that! it! will!
eventually! lead! to! complete!withdrawal! of! the! donor! and! partnership! country.! Nevertheless,! one!
should!caution!against!the!view!that!this!approach!wholly!escapes!the!coloniality!of!knowledge,!one!
that! assumes! that! DFID! knows!what! needs! to! be! done!whilst! South! Africa! does! not.! Similarly,! by!
saying! they! will! help! ‘enable! government’! (DFID! 2014a:6),! and! support! the! South! African!
government!‘to!address!its!own!poverty’,!indicate!they!are!‘teaching’!the!sovereign!and!independent!












As! emphasised! in! Chapter! III,! it! is! important! to! consider! both! the! dominant! and! the! excluded! or!
silenced! discourses,! genres! and! styles.! As! I! have! pointed! out! in! the! above! subchapters,! the!
development! partnership! discourse! is! perpetuating! a! general! depoliticising! and! dehistoricising! of!
development! in!general!and!South!Africa! in!particular.!The! reliance!on!particular!development!aid!
theories,! knowledges! and! historical! context,! as!we! have! seen! above,! upholds! not! only! a!Western!
hegemony!of!knowledge,!but!also!the!‘truth’!of!a!naturally!unequal!world!which!devalues,!omits!and!
silences!African!coloniality!of!being!and!colonial!experiences.!By!not!mentioning!alternative!theories!
and!histories!of!development,! the!development!partnership!discourse! is! furthermore!perpetuating!
the!knowledge!hegemony!and! justifying! lopsided!donorVrecipient!relationships.!The!fact!that!some!







and! a! paradigm! shift,! the! discourse! is! simultaneously! perpetuating! the! kind! of! language! that! has!
historically! justified!and! legitimised!colonialism!and!slavery.!We!can!see!from!the!analysis! that!the!
representatives! involved! in! the! development! partnership! implementation! depend! on! DFID! and!
international! standards,! development! measures! and! ‘expertise’! for! monitoring! and! explaining!
development!in!South!Africa.!Therefore,!from!this,!one!may!assert!that!the!development!partnership!
discourse!does! continue! to!perpetuate!a! coloniality!of! knowledge!on!development!aid!and!with! it!
comes! the! portrayal! of! the! ‘universality’! of! development! agendas! and! challenges! in! the! ‘Global!













The! development! discourse! appears! to! be! expanding! to! include! businesses! and! increased!
trade,!and!the!questionable!intention!and!motivation!behind!this!encourages!some!further!research.!
This!is!linked!with!the!emerging!national!interest!discourse,!where!Western!governments!are!more!
transparent! about! the! link! between! development! aid! and! national! interests.! The! naturalised!
trajectory! supports! the! recurrent! representation!of! some!people! and! countries! as! less!developed,!
civilised,! modern! and! sometimes! even! less! worth! or! human,! and! this! continue! to! justify!





This! thesis! set! out! to! explore! whether! the! development! partnership! discourse! of! DFID’s!
development! approach! to! South! Africa! is! perpetuating! coloniality! and! othering.! It! also!wanted! to!
investigate!the! ‘science’! the!discourse!relies!on,!how!it!has!been!recontextualised!and!finally! if!we!
can! imagine! decolonial! development! discourses! and! or! if! they! need! coloniality! and! othering.! This!
section!will!examine!the!latter,!and!Fairclough!points!out!the!importance!of!considering!whether!the!
social! order! ‘needs’! the! problem!one! is! analysing! (2001:134).! I!will! argue! that! it! does.! The! above!
analysis! shows! that! the! emphasis! on! the! ‘evidence! of! need’! combined! with! DFID’s! argued!
development!‘expertise’!is!needed!to!justify!and!legitimise!the!development!partnership!and!DFID’s!
intervention.!!




have! to! be! reimagined.! Although! the! development! partnership! discourse! appears! to! be! moving!
towards!greater!‘mutual’!cooperation,!it!perpetuates!the!binaries.!Without!the!argument!that!South!
Africa! is! characterised! by! its! status! as! ‘developing’! with! certain! lacks! and! defined! by! a! strong!
evidence!of!need!that!cannot!be!tackled!alone,!there!would!be!no!point!of!the!UK’s!development!aid!
or!partnership!programme.!Othering!and!coloniality!of!knowledge!are!thus!necessary!for!the!survival!
of! the! development! aid! and! partnership! industry.! Development! partnership! discourses,! like!
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development! aid! discourses,! therefore! do! not! allow! for! mutuality.! The! development! partnership!
discourse!‘needs’!the!problem!of!coloniality!and!othering.!
Another! argument! that! is! worth! considering! is! that! the! coloniality! of! power! ‘needs’! the!
development!aid! industry!and!discourses.!As!has!been!pointed!out! in!Chapter! II,! since!colonialism!
the! world! has! been! characterised! by! a! colonial! hierarchy.! This! is! a! power! structure! where! the!
Western!exVcolonial!powers!have!remained!on!top!of!the!hierarchy,!are!deemed!superior!to!the!exV
colonised!‘Southern’!countries,!which!have!remained!on!the!‘bottom’!defined!by!inferiority!(NdlovuV
Gatsheni!2012).!As!pointed!out!by!Foucault,! to!understand!and! internalise!things! into!unconscious!
knowledge!there!is!a!need!to!empirically!‘order’!things!(2002:xxii).!As!emphasised!in!Chapter!II,!there!
is!a!need!for!an!opposite!to!define!oneself,!and!without!the!native,!slave!and!bondsman,!the!‘central!
values! of! the! West! are! difficult! to! imagine’! (Feierman! 1993:185).! You! cannot! understand! what!
‘modern’!means!without!knowing!and!defining! its!opposite! ‘traditional’.!The!current!colonial!order!
of! the! world! could! not! be! justified! or! legitimised! without! a! ‘naturalised’! history! of! development!





From! the! above! analysis! the! main! results! can! be! divided! into! three! categories.! Firstly,! the!
development! partnership! discourse! is! perpetuating! a! naturalised! development! trajectory,! and!
dehistoricises!and!depoliticises!the!‘story’!of!development!and!‘underdevelopment’.!By!silencing!the!
impacts! of! colonialism! and! current! capital! flight,! the! discourse! is! framing! South! Africa’s! status! as!
‘developing’!as!something!natural,!where!instead!of!dealing!with!continued!colonial!hierarchies!and!
extraction,!the!solution!is!national!policies!of!economic!growth!and!Western!bilateral!development!
aid.! Secondly,! although! it! implies!mutuality! and! a! change! in! the! relationship! between! donor! and!
recipient,! the! development! partnership! discourse! is! making! use! of! binaries! like! ‘developing’,!
referring! to! ‘lack’! and! dehumanising! representations! such! as! ‘poor! people’! and! ‘the! poor’.! The!
discourse! is! perpetuating! othering! and! distancing! through! time! and! space,! and! is! subsequently!
justifying! lopsided! power! relations! and! a! coloniality! of! power,! similarly! to! how! we! have! seen!
colonialism!was! framed! as! civilising!missions! (NdlovuVGatsheni! 2012).! This! framing! has! also! been!
recontextualised!in!other!discourses!such!as!news!media,!hence!becoming!hegemonic.!Finally,!I!have!
found!that!the!imperial!gaze!inherent!in!development!aid!discourses!is!being!challenged!from!within!
the! partnership! discourse! itself.! By! focusing! on! the! production! of! new! knowledge! and! data! in!
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Southern! Africa,! allowing! for! ownership! of! development! strategies! and! providing! ‘mutual’!









This! thesis! departed! with! the! problem! statement! that! probed! whether! the! official! discourse!
surrounding!DFID’s!current!development!partnership!with!South!Africa!is!perpetuating!othering!and!
coloniality.! Drawing! on! decolonial! theory! that! has! become! prominent! in! some! circles! today,!
othering,! has! been! characterised! as! the! linguistic! distancing! through! notions! of! time,! space! and!
knowledge! production,! and! subsequently,! the! establishment! of! difference! between! subjects! by!
invoking!the!language!of! ‘us’!and!‘them’.!This!othering!often!relies!on!race!and!origin!of!birth,!and!
posits!some!individuals!and!populations!as!being!more!valuable!than!‘others’.!Coloniality!has!been!
explained! as! the! continuation! of! colonial! forms! of! domination,! such! as! through! the! language! and!
policies! that! echo! colonial! attributes,! and! has! been! referred! to! as! the! coloniality! of! power,!
knowledge! and! being.! I! have! cited! literature! that! claim! that! Western! powers! maintain! their!
superiority!over!the!‘Global!South’!through!the!coloniality!of!power.!
In!order!to!examine!the!extent!to!which!this!is!evident!in!a!contemporary!example,!the!study!












appears! to! be! signalling! a! move! towards! a! more! ‘mutual’! and! less! colonial! donorVrecipient!
relationships.!However,!through!the!language!and!semiosis!analysis,!and!using!examples!of!othering!
and! coloniality! in! development! aid!discourses!pointed!out! in!Chapter! II,! this! research!was! able! to!
locate! clear! examples! of! othering! and! coloniality.! This! was! evident! in! the! way! that! South! Africa!




Firstly,! the! CDA! found! that! the! history! of! South! Africa’s! development,! and! development!
more!broadly,! is!naturalised,!or!more!correctly,!dehistoricised!and!depoliticised.!The!development!
partnership!discourse!is!perpetuating!a!particular!history!of!development!through!its!silence!on!the!
history! of! colonialism! and! extraction,! the! current! geopolitical! relations! and! the! evidence! of!
exploitation!and!capital! flight.!The!silence!also!extends!to!the! impact!the!UK!have!had!on!unequal!
‘progress’!and!‘development’!in!South!Africa.!Hence,!it!may!be!seen!to!be!justifying!and!legitimising!
the! ‘natural’! coloniality! of! power! and! colonial/racial! hierarchies! (Grosfoguel! 2008:12).! The!




they! continue! to! frame!Western! development! strategies! and! theories! as! ‘universal’,!whilst! at! the!
same! time,! do! not! acknowledge! alternative! knowledges! of! development! within! their! official!
development!approach.!Thus,!in!a!sense,!rather!than!what!the!discourse!is!saying,!what!is!not!being!
said!is!what!is!perpetuating!coloniality!and!othering.!!
Secondly,! the! discourse! of! DFID’s! development! partnership! with! South! Africa,! instead! of!
signalling! a! move! towards! a! relationship! based! on!mutuality,! is! perpetuating! othering.! By! using!
binaries! and! referring! to! South! Africa! as! ‘developing’,! on! the! ‘trajectory’! and! of! people! and!
governments! as! being! left! ‘behind’,! it! is! upholding! a! difference! and!distance!between! an! ‘us’! and!
‘them’.! It! is! placing! South! Africa! and! the! South! African! population! on! Fabian’s! metaphorical!
‘temporal!slope’!and!magnifying!difference.!The!discourse! is!negating!mutuality!by! insinuating!that!
some! countries! and! people! are! ‘complete’! whilst! others! are! only! ‘on! their! way’! to! becoming!




more! valuable! and! more! human! than! ‘others’.! It! is! instead! of! moving! towards! mutuality,!
perpetuating!a!denial'of'coevalness,!to!use!Fabian’s!term!(1983).!!
Finally,!the!research!project!has!found!that!whilst!there!is!indeed!a!perpetuation!of!othering!
and! coloniality,! there! is! also! some! resistance! coming! from! within! the! discourse,! challenging! and!
problematising! the! ‘inherent’! imperial! gaze! of! development! aid! discourses.! Although! the!
development!partnership!discourse!perpetuates!the!Western!hegemony!of!knowledge!and!relies!on!
particular! ‘universal! truths’! about! development! aid! and! partnerships,! the! actors! involved! in! the!
partnership! are! challenging! and! problematising! this! trend.! By! letting! the! local! NGOs! have! more!
decisionVmaking! power! and! produce! their! own! knowledge!DFID! appears! to! be! deconstructing! the!




ways! in! which! coloniality! and! othering! may! be! changing! towards! a! more! ‘mutual’! development!
partnership.!
The! call! for! decolonisation! remains! a! pressing! one! among! decolonial! scholars.! This! study!
suggests!that!one!way!to!pursue!this!would!be!to!trace!the!extent!to!which!othering!and!coloniality!
is! evident! in! contemporary! discourses! and! policies,! using! tools! such! as! CDA.! I! found! that! there!
remain! elements! in! the! development! partnership! discourse! that! continue! to! reproduce! certain!
binaries! that!were! instrumental! in!colonial!projects!of!knowledge!production!and!conquest.! I!have!
shown! ways! in! which! these! processes! may! be! recontextualised! in! new! settings,! and! in! different!
discourses,!such!as!those!attached!to!news!media,!art!and!education.!By!being!able!to!identify!these!
emergent! patterns,! one!may! be! in! a! more! strategic! position! to! redesign! policies! into! countering!
coloniality! and! othering.! ! We! find! ourselves! in! a! context! of! Trump,! Brexit! and! Western! powers!
establishing! power! by! clearly! setting! their! national! agenda! first! and! pursuing! xenophobic! foreign!
policy! discourses.! Simultaneously,! we! find! ourselves! in! the! context! of! #BlackLivesMatter,!
#RhodesMustFall! and! #MeToo,! emerging! liberation! and! decolonising! movements! challenging! the!
power!structures!in!society,!which!are!claimed!to!be!‘invisible’.!We!therefore!seem!to!be!at!a!turning!
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Appendix!!
!
Semi%structured,interviews,with,,when,,where:,
DFID,Development,Partnership,Unit,Representative,,12th,and,13th,October,2017,,Pretoria,,
SANT,Representative,,1st,December,2017,,Pretoria,and,Cape,Town,
SSN,Representative,,20th,December,2017,,London,and,Cape,Town,
SAT,Representative,,16th,January,2018,,Pretoria,and,Cape,Town,
!
Appendix!A:!Interview!discussion!guide!
,
1. Can,you,briefly,outline,your,most,important,work,in,South,Africa?,
a. What,are,your,main,objectives,and,goals?,,
2. How,will,you,define,development?,,
a. What,would,you,say,are,South,Africa’s,main,‘development,challenges’?,
b. What,measurements,and,data,do,you,use?,,
3. Do,you,believe,South,Africa,need,help,or,assistance,from,outside,to,reach,this,development?,,
a. What,do,you,believe,should,be,the,role,of,Western,donors,and,organisations,such,as,
DFID,when,it,comes,to,South,Africa’s,development?,,
b. Can,you,tell,me,about,DFID’s,development,partnership?,
4. How,will,you,define,capacity%building?,
5. What,are,the,most,effective,institutions,for,development,in,South,Africa?,,
6. How,would,you,describe,your,relationship,with,DFID/the,Southern,Africa,Trust/the,South,
African,Government/South,South,North?,
a. Will,you,say,the,relationship,changed,with,the,transition,to,development,
partnerships?,
b. How,did,the,transition,to,development,partnership,influence,your,work?,
c. How,closely,does,DFID,monitor,your,work,and,the,money,flow?,
7. What,civil,society,organisations,do,you,work,the,closest,with?,,
a. How,were,these,chosen?,,
8. What,do,you,think,should,be,the,role,of,the,private,sector,in,influencing,development,
policies?,
9. How,do,you,foresee,the,future,of,the,development,partnership?,,
!
